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I hope everyone had an enjoyable holi-
day season.  The worst part about the holi-
days being over is that we jump right into
the legislative season.  This year will no
doubt bring about more challenges to our
ability to keep and breed wildcats.  We all
must be vigilant and keep an eye on our
respective state legislature.  The FCF as
an organization will work with our mem-
bers and comment on proposals to back up
our members, but remember, the most
effective lobbying comes from the citizens
of the state.  Rob Johnson and his legisla-
tive committee are available, so don’t hes-
itate to call or write them for advice.  FCF
members need to contact their legislators
outside of the legislative session and intro-
duce themselves. A legislator will take the
time to listen to a constituent rather than
someone from another state. Oklahoma
FCF members have been in close contact
with their legislators for several years
now, and this kind of relationship helped
them to stave off bad legislation last year.
Now they are working with legislators to
introduce their own positive legislation.
The best defense is a good offense.

It is disheartening to hear that the out-
going Ohio governor Strickland has issued
an emergency order restricting the owner-
ship of “dangerous” animals.  The defini-
tion of “dangerous” is all the big cats, plus
bobcat and lynx. The emergency prohibits
ownership, breeding, and transfer, and
only exempts AZA zoos and non-profit,
non-commercial sanctuaries. The FCF
submitted recommendations last Septem-
ber after the governor signed the infamous
back-door deal with HSUS and Ohio Farm
Bureau. The FCF letter to Mike Eckhardt,
Ohio Dept. of Agriculture, and Mike Shel-
ton, Ohio Dept. of Natural Resources,
agencies that would be in charge of rules
and enforcement, stated, in part:

The FCF strongly urges Ohio to recog-
nize that commercially licensed facilities
that are following the guidelines set by the
Animal Welfare Act and Ohio state laws
should not be put out of business, as this
will be harmful to not only the lives of the
captive felines, but also the facilities hold-
ing them, and the local communities as
well.

Any regulations or legislation proposed
should exempt those already federally or
state licensed and regulated, and allows
for their continued operation, and should
also allow new facilities to come into

existence in the future, under the state or
federal licensing guidelines. Ohio should
strive to be part of the captive habitat
needed for the protection, and propaga-
tion, and educational display of wild
feline species.
Respectfully,
Lynn Culver
Executive Director, Feline Conservation
Federation

Just one day after the emergency order
was drafted, a permanent order was pro-
posed to take effect at the end of the 90-
day temporary order. Polly Britton and the
Ohio Association of Animal Owners have
offered valuable advice to make sure this
90-day order is not made permanent. Call
incoming Governor John Kasich at (614)
824-2017 and email him at john@kasich-
forohio.com and urge him to amend this
rule to allow USDA and state licensed
facilities to continue to conduct business.
Don't wait!

There will be a public hearing on this
rule change at the Ohio Joint Committee
on Agency Rule Review. Ohio FCF mem-
bers and their friends and family need to
attend this hearing and testify how this
rule will affect them. This will happen
quickly, possibly even before this Journal
reaches you, so the FCF legislative com-
mittee will be contacting Ohio members
by phone and email
about this critical mat-
ter.

The FCF organiza-
tion is working to edu-
cate Ohio agencies
and representatives on
the harm to conserva-
tion and commerce
this extreme order will
cause. As a back-up
plan, the FCF will
attempt to add FCF
accredited facilities to
the list of exemptions.
I strongly urge every
wildcat owner in Ohio
(actually everywhere)
to log into the FCF
members-only website
and download the
accreditation materials
and being the process
of having your facility
FCF accredited.

I would like to con-

gratulate Debi Willoughby and Patty
Perry, whose facilities have become the
latest FCF accredited facilities.  Remem-
ber that you don’t have to be a huge facili-
ty to become accredited.  Debi is a prime
example of this.  Anyone can be accredit-
ed as long as you fulfill the requirements.
Speaking of accreditation, Tom Harvey
stepped down last month after several
years of service. 

On a different note, I hope everyone is
making plans to attend the FCF conven-
tion June 8-11 in Orlando. This promises
to be one of the biggest and best conven-
tions ever. Several well known guest
speakers are being courted. FCF member
and renowned animal trainer, Joel Slaven,
has graciously offered his home and facili-
ties to host the FCF Friday field trip and
40th anniversary celebration.  His feline
enclosures are inspiring.  He and his train-
ers will have several animal ambassadors
of many species out for interaction. Don’t
delay in registering and booking your
room. There is a good chance that if you
wait and don’t reserve a room by the cut
off date of May 17th, you may not be able
to get a room and it definitely will not be
at the discount price if you do.

Kevin Chambers

4

ACCREDITATION BOARD OPENING

The FCF board is accepting applications
for this position. The committee reviews
applications and approves or rejects the
application. If you are interested, please
send me an email or letter (contact infor-
mation is on page 3). Please state: 1. Your
name, address, telephone number, and e-
mail address. 2. The number of years of
exotic feline husbandry experience you
have. 3. The type of experience, i.e.
breeder, exhibitor, employee of another
facility, etc. List all that apply. 4. Species
that you have worked with and approxi-
mate number of cats. 5. Any other qualifi-
cations that make you eligible for this posi-
tion. This is a very important position and
applicants need to have a wide range of
experience since the committee receives
applications from the homeowner with one
pet cat to thefacility with hundreds of big
cats. Please get your application in as
soon as possible.
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By Lynn Culver

The FCF is getting off to a great start
this year with two Wildlife Conservation
Educator courses, as well as a Basic
Wild/Exotic Feline Husbandry course and
the 40th anniversary of the FCF Conven-
tion being scheduled in Florida.

On February 26th, at the Jungle Island
Park in Miami, Florida, a special presenta-
tion of the educators course will be cou-
pled with two live wildlife shows and an
opportunity to speak with and question the
presenters of the “Tale of the Tiger” show.
This is a great opportunity to escape the
winter blues and cabin fever and combine
it with continuing education and feline
networking in the warmth of the Florida
sunshine. See you there! Look for more
details on page 17 of this Journal and
hurry up and register to attend.

For the 40th anniversary of the FCF
annual convention, we will meet in Orlan-
do, Florida, June 8 through 11. The Hus-
bandry Course and Wildlife Educators
Course will be taught on June 7th. Mark
your calendar and plan to attend. Read all
about it on page 26. A registration form is
included with this Journal, or you can reg-
ister and pay with PayPal online. When
you are looking for your flights, don’t for-
get to use Goodsearch and Goodshop, and
purchase your ticket using your Capital
One card. These are all ways you can help
the FCF raise funds for your benefit.

By visiting Florida twice this year, the
FCF will pick up many new members,
giving the FCF a stronger voice in regula-
tory issues. Florida has been reviewing
their regulations for the past few years. It
is increasingly more expensive and diffi-
cult to obtain and keep a permit for wild
felines. Outspoken anti-exotic animal

fanatics have mastered manipulating the
ignorant masses, and agencies get flooded
with canned comments that are outnum-
bering those of the stakeholders.  There is
more reason than ever to get involved in
FCF programs, such as handler registra-
tion and facility accreditation, to help this
organization increase its effectiveness.

Several USDA-licensed members with
fenced-in habitats for their large cats have
recently been cited as non-compliant.
Their USDA inspectors are requiring that
they raise their fence heights. The com-
mon theme is that fence heights for tigers
must be greater than 12 feet. I would not
be surprised if the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Department also began proposing
changes for large cats. I need all FCF
members to contact me if their USDA
inspector cites them for an enclosure that
previously was acceptable. We need to
collect this information. 

Inside this Journal is another great mix.
To continue the theme during the last
month of the Year of the Tiger, we have
two tiger submissions: one by Dr. William
Smith, linguistic anthropologist and zoo
archaeologist, and then a book review of
John Valliant’s The Tiger. Two new facili-
ties, Wildlife Conservation and Environ-
mental Education and Jungle Encounters
are now FCF accredited members, and
their achievements are reported in this
Journal. Debi Willoughby also takes us
through her feline evolution in her story,
“Nitro to Spirit.” We have an update on
Rare Species Fund support of habitat in
Indonesia. Jim Sanderson closes in on a
building site for the Andean Cat Conser-
vation Center. Marian Holmes gives us
news of her predator education and the
latest on her conservation breeding of the
black-footed cat. Her report is a com-

pelling example of the necessity for cap-
tive populations of any species to be large
enough to withstand genetic losses. Our
“Blast from the Past” is about a species
that will probably never again be seen in
America, the marbled cat. Anthony Gior-
dano shares his passion for jaguarundi and
his research of this feline in Texas. Devot-
ed pet bobcat owner J.W. Everitt shares
his amazing feline friend Bob, in story
and in poem. This bond of love works
both ways, and Teresa Shaffer tells a true
story of a serval’s devotion to “his” peo-
ple. Finally, Kimberly Wiacek-Richards
introduces herself and gives us some
Facebook pointers that can help the FCF.

I know that times are hard, money is in
short supply, and we are all overworked.
But if each of us does just a little bit and
gives just a little bit, the burden will be
lighter and the results more rewarding. 

Right now, the FCF Wildcat Safety Net
Fund is in need of financial support. Last
year, it awarded over $1,800 to help trans-
port big cats. By helping cats reach safe
havens, the FCF organization is improving
feline welfare and defusing potential
ammunition used against private owner-
ship. If you think the Safety Net is a good
idea, won’t you please show your support
by making a donation today? Artist Teri
Zucksworth has donated her original art-
work to help the FCF raise funds. Take a
look at page 29 and please chose the print
of your choice and write a check today. 

Teresa Shaffer challenged FCF mem-
bers to increase our membership. Every-
one please sign up a fellow feline owner
and help the FCF double our membership
in one year. To further this challenge, each
quarter the FCF will be rewarding the per-
son who signs up the most new members
and, at the end of the year, a final prize for
the whole year will be awarded. Mindy
Stinner is our first quarter winner, having
signed up 11 new members. She will
receive a beautiful signed print by Teri
Zucksworth for her efforts. A new chal-
lenge is underway for the next quarter and
everyone has an equal opportunity to win.
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From the Executive Director

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

The address and phone number for the FCF treasurer has changed.
Our new treasurer is Marilin Antle and the address is: 

FCF Treasurer
P.O. Box 31210

Myrtle Beach, SC 29588.  

Please mail all membership applications, course, and convention reg-
istrations to this address. If you need to speak to the treasurer to sup-
ply credit card information ask a question, call (843) 283-2826.



Wholesale Feeder Price List

Rats

Mice

Rabbits

Guinea Pigs

Coturnix Quail

Chicks

Place Your order online today! www.rodentpro.com

Call: 812-867-7598 24 hours a day
Fax: 812-867-6058 24 hours a day

P.O. Box 118 • Inglefield, IN 47618-9998
E-mail: info@rodentpro.com
Terms:  Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, PayPal, cashier’s check
or money order payable to RodentPro.com®.

R odentPro.com® is proud to offer you premium quality feeder animals for sale at wholesale prices. Our 
company specializes in the production and distribution of mice, rats, rabbits, guinea pigs, chicks, and

quail. RodentPro.com® has been providing premium quality feeder animals to the reptile and birds of prey 
community since 1993. Since then, our company has set industry standards for quality, value and convenience.
These standards have been set by offering unsurpassed quality, breeder direct pricing and year round availability.
RodentPro.com® is committed to serving your feeder animal needs. Quality is of the utmost importance to us,
whether it be through the value of a product or the integrity of a relationship. We understand that our success
depends, not only on the quality of our products, but more importantly, on the strength of relationships 
established with our customers. We look forward to being a part of your success and hope you will give us 
the opportunity to serve you.

Size Less than 500 500 1000 2500 5000+ Length(inches) Weight(grams) Count 
X-Small Pinkies: $0.16 $0.15 $0.14 $0.13 $0.12 0.50 - 1.00 1.30 - 1.80 100

Small Pinkies: $0.16 $0.15 $0.14 $0.13 $0.12 0.50 - 1.00 1.90 - 2.40 100
Large Pinkies: $0.16 $0.15 $0.14 $0.13 $0.12 0.50 - 1.00 2.50 - 3.00 100
Peach Fuzzies: $0.19 $0.18 $0.17 $0.16 $0.15 1.00 - 1.25 3.10 - 4.40 100

Fuzzies: $0.19 $0.18 $0.17 $0.16 $0.15 1.25 - 1.50 4.50 - 7.00 100
Hoppers: $0.30 $0.28 $0.26 $0.24 $0.22 1.50 - 2.00 8.00 - 12.00 100

Weanlings: $0.40 $0.38 $0.36 $0.34 $0.32 2.00 - 2.50 13.00 - 19.00 50
Large Adults: $0.45 $0.43 $0.41 $0.39 $0.37 2.50 - 3.00 20.00 - 29.00 50

X-Large Adults: $0.55 $0.53 $0.51 $0.49 $0.47 3.00 - 3.75 30.00 - 50.00 25
* We offer combined quantity discount mouse pricing.  * Measurement does not include tail length.

Size Less than 500 500 1000+ Length (inches) Weight (grams) Count 
Pinkies: $0.39 $0.34 $0.29 1.50 - 2.00 3.00 - 8.00 100
Fuzzies: $0.49 $0.44 $0.39 2.00 - 2.50 9.00 - 19.00 100

Pups: $0.79 $0.74 $0.69 2.50 - 3.50 20.00 - 29.00 25
Weaned: $0.89 $0.84 $0.79 3.50 - 4.50 30.00 - 44.00 25

Small: $0.99 $0.94 $0.89 4.50 - 6.00 45.00 - 84.00 20
Medium: $1.39 $1.34 $1.29 6.00 - 8.00 85.00 - 174.00 10

Large: $1.49 $1.44 $1.39 8.00 - 9.00 175.00 - 274.00 5
X-Large: $1.59 $1.54 $1.49 9.00 - 11.00 275.00 - 374.00 3

XX-Large: $1.79 $1.74 $1.69 11.00 - 13.00 375.00 - 474.00 2
XXX-Large: $1.99 $1.94 $1.89 11.00 - 13.00 475.00 - 600.00+ 2

* We offer combined quantity discount rat pricing.  * Measurement does not include tail length.

Size Our Price Weight (lbs.) Count
X-Small: $4.00 0.50 - 0.75 1

Small: $5.00 1.00 - 1.75 1
Medium: $6.00 2.00 - 3.75 1

Large: $7.00 4.00 - 5.75 1
X-Large: $8.00 6.00 - 7.75 1

XX-Large: $9.00 8.00 - 9.75 1
XXX-Large: $10.00 10.00 - 11.75+ 1

Less than
Size 500 500 1000+ Grams Oz. Count 

1 Day: $0.34 $0.29 $0.24 7.50 - 10.00 .25 100
1 Week: $0.64 $0.59 $0.54 30.00 - 40.00 1.0 25
2 Week: $0.84 $0.79 $0.74 50.00 - 75.00 2.5 10
3 Week: $1.04 $0.99 $0.94 100.00 - 125.00 4.0 10
6 Week: $1.34 $1.24 $1.14 130.00 - 150.00 5.0 5
8 Week: $1.44 $1.34 $1.24 155.00 - 185.00 6.5 5

10 Week: $1.64 $1.54 $1.44 190.00 - 225.00 8.0 5
* We offer combined quantity discount quail pricing.

Less Than
Size 500 500 1000+ Inches Grams Count 

Medium: $1.39 $1.34 $1.29 6.00 - 8.00 85.00 - 174.00 10
Large: $1.49 $1.44 $1.39 8.00 - 9.00 175.00 - 274.00 5

X-Large: $1.59 $1.54 $1.49 9.00 - 11.00 275.00 - 374.00 3
XX-Large: $1.79 $1.74 $1.69 11.00 - 13.00 375.00 - 474.00 2

XXX-Large: $1.99 $1.94 $1.89 11.00 - 13.00 475.00 - 600.00 2
XXXX-Large: $2.29 $2.24 $2.19 13.00 - 15.00 601.00 - 900.00+ 1

* We offer combined quantity discount guinea pig pricing.

Less than 
Size 500 500 1000 5000 Grams Ounces Count 
Small: $0.25 $0.20 $0.15 $0.12 30.00 - 35.00 1.0 25
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By Dr. Jim Sanderson, PhD

Last year, the people of Chile elected

the first conservative government since

General Pinochet allowed them to choose

their own president in 1990.  Since 1990,

Chilean politics have been middle-of-the-

road, with liberals winning government

positions consistently, but only by the nar-

rowest of margins.  Now, for the first time,

the margin has fallen in the conservative

direction.  This sea change in outcomes

rippled throughout the government for

more than a year.  Officials I have dealt

with in the past were either moved or

replaced.

On a recent trip to Chile in November,

my Chilean counterpart, Constanza

Napolitano, and I met with CONAF offi-

cials in Arica, regarding our desire to con-

struct the first Andean cat conservation

and monitoring center.  We chose three

possible sites: Salar de Surire, Parinacota,

and, as a third choice, a location near the

village of Putre.  We also met with profes-

sors from the Uni-

versity of Tarapaca

in Arica who had

experience con-

structing solar-

assisted buildings.

In fact, we met in a

solar-assisted build-

ing on campus.

In mid-Decem-

ber, we received

news that a building

at our first choice,

Salar de Surire, was

possible, under the

condition that we

attach (or share) a

wall with the exist-

ing building.  Under

this constraint, why

not use the existing CONAF building?

The existing building measures 26 by

30 feet, just 750 square feet total.  It is

permanently occupied by a CONAF

guard, often a visiting guard, and is at

times used by tourists visiting the Salar.

Salar de Surire is a popular tourist desti-

nation because it is a RAMSAR site, a

wetland of global significance, where

three species of

flamingos breed.  It

might be the only

such site in the

Andes.  Sadly, it is

also being extensively

mined for its vast

reserves of borax.

The mining permit

was issued prior to

the establishment of

the national park and,

hence, takes prece-

dence.  

A portable trailer,

known as the “Ice-

box,” where I lived

during my initial stay

in 1997, will be

removed, thus making space for our build-

ing.  The solar hot water heater between

the buildings was not working in 1997,

and remains nonfunctional.  

The professors from the University of

Tarapaca visited Salar de Surire and Pari-

nacota shortly after our November trip.

They are now preparing several optional

buildings for us to consider.  Solar PV

panels and hot water panels will power all

options as well, since there is no electrici-

ty and nothing to burn for fuel.  Propane is

used to cook food and is presently used to

heat water.  Our building will be heated by

the sun via a trombe wall. This is achieved

by having a north-facing window, behind

which and interior to the building stands a

dense adobe or rock wall (the trombe

wall) that is heated by the sun’s energy.

Through Steve Gold, the Wildlife Conser-

vation Network’s solar specialist, BP Solar

has agreed to donate PV panels.  We must

purchase deep cycle batteries, an inverter,

and hot water panels.  This equipment and

all necessary materials must be assembled

and shipped by container to Arica, Chile,

then trucked high into the Andes (14,100

feet) at our expense.  Steve has agreed to

visit Salar de Surire to assist with installa-

tion of this solar equipment.

So what will this cost?  We anticipate

that all the necessary solar equipment for

Andean Cat Conservation Center News

Intense feline hunter blends in perfectly
with the Andean Mountain rocks. Photo
by Jim Sanderson.

Existing CONAF building at Salar de Surire was a possible
choic, as long as we attached or shared a wall of our build-
ing, with this building. Photo by Jim Sanderson.

A portable trailer, known as the “Icebox,” where Jim
Sanderson lived during his initial stay in 1997, will be
removed to make space for the Andean Cat Conservaton
Center building. Photo by Jim Sanderson.



installation, including the deep cycle bat-

teries to store the electricity, will cost

about $20,000.  The estimate to ship the

container from San Francisco to Arica,

Chile, is $8,000.  Of course, the container

costs $7,000, and it makes no sense to

return it.  Most of the building material

must come from onsite, however, and

cement and a mixer can be delivered to

the Salar.  With a range of buildings to

chose from, we hope to estimate construc-

tion costs soon.  We will most likely have

to bring in several people from nearby vil-

lages (where we have worked with the

school kids), and perhaps Arica and Putre,

to assist with the construc-

tion.  I cannot say at this

time what the building will

cost.  However, if a

promise was made to erect

an 1,800 square foot rock

building with an insulated

roof and walls, complete

with double-pane windows,

functioning doors, a single

working bathroom, and

kitchen, with all solar

equipment functioning, I

would consider this a bar-

gain at a total cost of

$150,000.  

This

m i g h t

s e e m

excessive

to some

and cheap to others.  It is

just my wild guess, so do

not hold me to it.  How-

ever, whatever the cost, I

can assure you this fact:

There is no better site in

the world on which to

wake up in the morning,

look out the west win-

dow to the boulder field,

observe a large mountain

viscacha colony, and see

an Andean cat stalking

its favorite prey.  Look-

ing in the opposite direction, east toward

the Bolivian frontier, you will see the

Salar and perhaps thousands of flamingos

building their elevated nests.  Vicuñas are

common, while rheas and, overhead, an

Andean condor can be occasionally

observed.  

With these exciting opportunities, we

hope to attract students, researchers, and

the occasional tourist from all over the

world to the high Andes.  With more peo-

ple interested, the less likely it will be that

we lose this unique place and the interest-

ing creatures that live there.  I will keep

the FCF membership posted regularly.
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Looking in the opposite direction, east toward the Boli-
vian frontier, you will see the Salar and perhaps thou-
sands of flamingos building their elevated nests. Photo
by Jim Sanderson.

Andean cat taken by a camera trap near Parinacota
in the foothills of Lago Chungara. There is no better
site in the world on which to wake up in the morning,
look out the west window to the boulder field,
observe a large mountain viscacha colony, and see
an Andean cat stalking its favorite prey.
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By Lynn Culver

The latest facility to be accredited by
the FCF is owned and operated by Debi
Willoughby. Debi has always had a love of
animals, so it was only natural that she
should be the founder of Jungle Encoun-
ters, an outreach educational service in
Massachusetts.  Her wildlife collection
consists of a variety of small mammals,
including skunks, ringtails, and mar-
mosets, and a couple of species that can be
petted and held by children, like chin-
chillas and naked guinea pigs. For the
boys, she offers a few reptiles, like lizards
and iguanas, but no snakes (at her hus-
band’s request).  Of course, the crown
jewels of the show are the cats. Massachu-
setts is a very restrictive state when it
comes to the possession of wild felines,
and, for years, Debi had to substitute a
second generation serval/domestic-cross
Savannah to represent its wild grandparent
from Africa, and a beautifully-rosetted
Asian leopard cat/domestic-cross Bengal
had to suffice as a symbol of the small
wild cats of Southeast Asia in her talks. In
a state where even high-percentage
hybrids require state permission, even
these faux wildcats were unique.  

Debi’s passion for feline conservation
and her regular contributions to Jim
Sanderson’s wildlife conservation efforts

have built up her reputation and standing
in the Massachusetts Wildlife Department,
until it could no longer justify denying
permission to Jungle Encounters to pos-
sess a real small jungle cat ambassador for
its valuable wildlife education shows. That
is where Spirit, the spotted Geoffroy’s cat,
came in, and he and his environment are
the focus of
attention by
the FCF Facil-
ity Accredita-
tion Board.

Ron Young,
one of the five
members of
this accredita-
tion team,
notes that,
whether the
facility houses
just one little
Geoffroy’s cat
or as many
tigers as The
Institute of
G r e a t l y
E n d a n g e r e d
and Rare
Species, you
are equal. You become part of the “one
voice that speaks for all.” The more mem-
bers who belong to the FCF accredited

facility listing, the
more people will
pay attention to
the FCF. Ron is
proud of Debi and
welcomes her by
saying, “Jungle
Encounters, with
one wild cat, joins
the distinguished
group of facilities
that meet the FCF
high standards of
facility design and
husbandry.”

Jungle Encoun-
ters is situated on
eight rural acres,
with plenty of
room for various
outdoor enclosures
which house beau-
tiful pheasants,
game birds, pea-

cocks, and even a pot-bellied pig. The
exotics are all safely housed in one sec-
tion, behind either six-foot or eight-foot
chainlink perimeter fencing.  

Spirit, the Geoffroy’s cat, gets along
great with two feline friends, so the trio
shares an eight by 16-foot, eight-foot tall
outdoor enclosure. Plastic-coated 1.5 by

1.5-inch wire is fashioned into an arched
structure, and the back half of the roof is
covered to give protection from the wind,
sun, rain and snow. A double-door entry-
way keeps the cats safely inside, and they
have plenty of platforms and ramps in
their outdoor environment. In the summer,
Debi fills a pool and tosses in balls and
toys that keep the cats busy as they bob
around on top of the water. The floor is
sand and it covers a layer of wire laid on
the ground to prevent digging out.

Debi provides enrichments, such as
branches and piles of leaves, for the cats to
jump and play in. Spirit and his Bengal
and Savannah friends have plenty of visu-
al stimulation too, as their enclosure
allows them a prime view of the nearby
enclosures that house the ringtail cat, fen-
nec fox, and skunk.  

The cats also have an indoor room in
Debi’s home and get to spend a lot of time
with Debi and her husband, Ed. Their
room is one of the home’s bedrooms. It
has been divided with a wire-mesh wall,
and the cats can either have access to the
full room or just half. The window is cov-

Accreditation for Jungle Encounters

Spirit has both an indoor and an outdoor enclosure. This
arched design is all plastic coated wire and the back half is
covered to provide protection from the sun and rain.

Spirit is about to perform for the audience. Debi places his toys
on the platforms to elicit jumping demonstrations.



ered with coated two by two-inch wire,
and there is also a win-
dow fan to give the
room fresh air. Ed has
fashioned a variety of
ramps and platforms
for the cats as well.
Spirit and his buddies
get supervised access
to the rest of the
Willoughby home. One
of Spirit’s favorite
things to do is to sit by
the chinchilla or mar-
moset cages in the liv-
ing room, where he can
watch his version of
“Animal Planet TV.”

Debi has Sprit col-
lar- and harness-
trained. She began his
leash training at about
two months of age to
prepare him for public
exposure. She takes
him for walks from the
house to his outdoor
enclosure. I visited

Debi in October, and was very impressed with Spirit’s leash manners as she walked
him from her home,
across her backyard, into
the perimeter fence area,
and to his outdoor enclo-
sure. Debi says he likes
to check out the bugs in
the summer and the
leaves in the fall. 

In the shows, Spirit
sometimes walks on a
table, sometimes on the
floor. He demonstrates
his climbing and jumping
abilities on a scratching
post with multi-tiered
platforms. Debi special-
izes in school-age pre-
sentations and books her
wildlife encounters for
elementary schools,
libraries, and birthday
parties, and, because you
are never too old to expe-
rience something new,

she also brings her
wildlife collection to nurs-
ing homes.
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By Tina Rochester

I am very excited to
tell you about my trip to
North Carolina, on the
weekend of November
6th and 7th, 2010. I
took the Wild Feline
Husbandry Course at
Elon University. On
Sunday, November 7th,
I got to attend a tour of
the Conservators’ Cen-
ter.  I would like to
thank Mindy Stinner for
hosting the course and
for allowing us to tour
the Conservators’ Cen-
ter. 

The Wild Feline Hus-
bandry Course is very
informative and educa-
tional. This course is a
must for all exotic feline
owners. It teaches you
what you need to have
and know to legally
own wild felines. The

course teaches about the various regulato-
ry departments. It outlines the names of
the different agencies and what they mean
and stand for.  It teaches about the roll pri-
vate owners play in the conservation of
wild felines’ caging requirements, stimu-
lation, and the emotional and nutritional
needs of exotic felines. It covers the dif-
ferent feline species. This course should
be a requirement for all wild feline own-
ers. It is great. I would recommend the
course to anyone who has an interest in
wild felines or wants to know more for
educational purposes. 

The tour of the Conservators’ Center
was very nice. The place is huge. Mindy
is doing a great job there. The animals are
all well cared for and happy. Mindy gave
us a wonderful private tour. She and her
volunteers teach the public about the con-
servation of wild felines and about the
other wild animals there. The singing dogs
were terrific, and it was my first time see-
ing a singing dog. I enjoyed all the ani-
mals, but the Geoffroy’s cat captured my
heart. All the animals were in large cages,
and the Conservator’s Center tries to
make the enclosures as natural as possible.

Fcf Wild Feline Husbandry Course in Review

What’s a husbandry course without a feline in atten-
dance?  Here Vitor makes an appearance before the
students.  Photo by Mindy Stinner.

Spirit can’t resist a chance to get a closer look at Debi’s marmoset mon-
key pair. While Spirit is allowed to have free run of the house, he is not
allowed to bring on chaos, so close encounters like these are cut short
by Debi’s watchful eye. Photo by Debi Willoughby.
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I would recommend the Conservator’s
Center to anyone. The visit was fun and,
sometime in the future, I hope to go back.
Next time I will take my family for a visit.
I had a great time. Thank you, Mindy.

By Patricia Thomas-Laemont

The single-day FCF Wild Cat Hus-
bandry Course is an overview of the many
aspects of wild cat husbandry.  Topics
covered include natural history, regulatory
guidelines, and maintenance of a variety
of species of large and small captive
felids. The information presented would
be of interest to individuals from many
fields, including private owners, wildlife
rehabilitators, researchers, and students. 

Natural history of the Felidae focuses
on the various species of cats found glob-
ally, their status in the wild, and how cap-
tive husbandry can contribute to the con-
servation efforts of these species, many
being threatened or endangered. 

Being familiar with the regulatory laws
and permits needed to keep any of these
species is critical to anyone interested in
becoming a responsible owner.  This
course clearly outlines the federal and
local regulatory agencies that oversee
trade and maintenance of wild animals,
and, specifically, the regulations and per-
mits necessary for obtaining and housing
wild cats.

The maintenance and housing of wild

cats presents special challenges.  Appro-
priate building materials, facility and
enclosure design, space requirements, and
safety equipment are covered, as are nutri-
tional requirements and feeding, health
care, handling, and enrichment.

Emphasis on pubic safety is a necessity
for persons in this field, and this course

addresses many
issues that could
potentially arise.
Most important-
ly, how to create
a contingency
plan for dealing
with unexpected
events is out-
lined.

The course did

a very good job covering a great deal of
material in a short time.  This did make
for a long day, but I think expanding it to
two days would be unnecessary. Anyone
in a field targeted by the class should be
accustomed to this sort of course (I have
taken a basic wildlife rehabilitation class
that was organized in a similar manner.).
I am sure that the subject that was most
interesting to students would be the sec-
tion on natural history, so putting this sec-
tion last might energize flagging attention
spans, but I do not believe you can get
around covering this material first.  The
slides were clear and well organized.

The exam did a good job of highlight-
ing the important information that should
be taken away from the course.

CCI volunteer Christy LaMountain hands Gracie over to one of the students
who is enthralled with the opportunity to visit with such a rare and
beautiful little cat.  Photo by Mindy Stinner.

Christa Denofrio holds melanistic geoffroy Vitor while a hus-
bandry course student gets a closer look. According to Mindy
Stinner, Vitor spent the first few months of his life being held
by all the volunteers and he is completely at ease with this
form of travel.  Photo by Mindy Stinner.
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By Marion Holmes    

We were only able to reach one school
in the first two months of 2010, but the
presentation went off very well. Taxi-
dermy Africa joined us and brought along
a full mounted leopard with the two full
mounted black-footed cats, as well as a
full mounted caracal. This gave us the
opportunity to show one of the biggest
and smallest cats in Africa. 

It seems that the 2010 Soccer World
Cup has affected all the school schedules
and it was difficult for them to include us
in their already full calendars. Two of our
bookings for the third school term were
postponed due to the national teachers’

strike.  We were, however, able to obtain a
booking at a primary school during the
fourth term.  We are eager to schedule
more bookings for the 2011 school year,
which, hopefully, will have no disruptions.
Both local schools that visited our facility
this year have expressed interest in return-
ing next year with other students.

In 2010, we were able to change the
attitudes of many children and even some
adults about their environment.  Those
who have visited the facility learned how
every action in nature has a reaction. Not
only did we teach them about the cats, but
we also touched on caring for their own
pets, hygiene, and the importance of keep-
ing their living areas clean, not littering,

and picking up trash.

CAT NEWS

We welcome our new female black-
footed cat, Anja, to Clifton.  Anja, cur-
rently in our quarantine enclosure, was
born wild about three years ago and was
living in a dangerous situation in the Kala-
hari.  A farmer contacted us about her
after seeing our appearance on the nation-
al news.  Beryl Wilson, of the Black-Foot-
ed Cat Working Group, based in Kimber-
ley, set the wheels in motion to transport
the cat down to us. This trip and associat-
ed medical expenses cost around $1,000,
and, although this was not in our budget,
we managed to pull together the funds.
We are now waiting for the results of the
blood tests.   

This “rescue cat” follows on the heels
of Jessie, who was brought to us at the end
of 2009.  Fortunately, the Black-Footed
Cat Working Group was able to fund that
trip. We hope that both of these females
will become part of the captive breeding
gene pool. 

Amani, our adult male, has cataracts
and is mostly deaf due to a virus he con-
tracted as a three month old kitten.  We
considered having the operation done to
remove the cataracts.  It is very expensive
and only done in Johannesburg or Cape
Town. We received money from the lot-
tery for the operation, but, when we did
the preliminary blood work, it was found
that he is FIV-positive.  Therefore, it was
felt that he probably would not survive the
operation and postoperative treatment.  It
is very disheartening, since I had always
wanted to give him his sight back.  No one
can tell me how he could have contracted
the FIV.  He was born here and both of his
parents are FIV-negative.  The virus that
affected him killed his brother and left his

The FCF Conservation Grants committee approved
the request for a projector to aid in school education-
al programs.  In November 2009, FCF director
Robert Johnson visited the Cat Conservation Trust
and delivered a multipurpose projector, and, while in
Clifton on behalf of the Rare Species Fund, a trailer
to transport traps and equipment were purchased
and donated to the Trust.

Marian Holmes teaches the Nxuba SP School students in Cradock, July 29,
2010. The multimedia projector donated by the FCF is used along with feline
taxidermy mounts and animal skins to educate the children about predators
and their role in nature.

Cat Conservation Trust Update
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sister with an eye infection that we bat-
tled for eight weeks.  Thankfully, she
recovered, but later escaped onto the
farm when she was about nine months
old during a very bad storm which had
affected some of the enclosures.
Amani has previously lived with sever-
al females, and they all test FIV-nega-
tive.  He has never been with another
male or in a fight. It has been suggest-
ed that he could have come into con-
tact with one of the grey or yellow
mongoosees which often move through
the cat enclosures.  We have a veteri-
narian in Denmark (Rheepark), who is
looking for blood tests to be done on
Amani, since she has some theories as
to the trigger of FIV in small wild cats,
but I won't have him anaesthetized
unless it is for something serious. The
process is very stressful for him and I
have to drive an hour to the nearest vet to
have it done.  I am hoping that, when one
of the vets working with the Black-Footed
Cat Working Group in Kimberley comes
over from the United States or Europe,
they can make the long trip down to us
and do the tests here. 

In 2009, we lost ten kittens, all to vari-
ous diseases which we had no control
over.  Two five-month-old kittens died
during teething (actually a combination of
teething, toxoplasmosis, and depressed
immune systems), one four-month-old kit-
ten was lost to salmonella (from a frog!),
and then pneumonia was the final straw.
We lost one two-month-old and one three-
month-old to rhinotracheitis. We removed
four ten-day-old kittens because of bad

mothering, but then the kittens got so sick
that we couldn't save them. One first-time
mom lost her kitten to toxoplasmosis at
around two months.  

All cat enclosures have various sorts of
wildlife running through them or living
there:  mice, frogs, birds, grasshoppers,
termites, guinea pigs, etc. This allows the
cats the opportunity to hunt for some of
their own food, but, unfortunately, one
theory regarding the toxoplasmosis prob-
lems is that the mice may be carriers.  

In June 2009, we lost a breeder female
who was only about six years old.  The
post-mortem revealed perfect health and
no amyloidosis.  They tried almost every
test in the book (and about R2500 later)
and everything was negative.  They even
checked for African horse sickness (we

feed free-range zebras
and horses), avian flu
(feed live birds, chick-
ens, and ostriches),
Newcastle’s;  oh, you
name it, they tested
for it.  I was devastat-
ed, but as Pat Calla-
han said, they some-
times just die of death.
During that same win-
ter, we lost one of our
breeding males, Jock.
Although he was at
the ripe old age of
nearly eleven years
(and had lost most of
his teeth around six
years of age), he was a
darling and is sorely
missed.  Again, the vet

said, perfect condition and health, no
heart muscle injury, and no amyloido-
sis, and, again, no noticeable cause of
death.  One of the vets we deal with
said that maybe he just knew it was his
time.

Earlier this year, we lost our main
breeding female, Sonja. She dropped
dead overnight.  That post-mortem
showed anaphylactic shock/asthma,
but the report showed no amyloidosis.
Also, the vet said he had never seen
such a healthy wild cat before.  Sadly,
Sonja's six-week-old kitten, Harry,
found the shock of losing his mother
too much.  He was already eating
when she died, but I think that he was
just too heartbroken. We tried every-
thing, but to no avail!  Sonja had been
with me for six years and was eight

years old when she died.  We will never
know what caused her allergic reaction.  It
was heartbreaking!  

We also had a bad start to the breeding
season this year. Two first-time moms lost
both their kittens. Phoebe lost her kitten
either during or straight after birth. It was
abnormally large.  We leave the moms to
do their thing and only check on them at
certain intervals, which they are used to.
When I checked on her in the morning,
she was busy giving birth, and when I
went up to check about three hours later, it
was buried in her little "river."  The same
week, Jessie, our other rescue cat, gave
birth.  She abandoned the kitten at seven
days and, although we tried desperately to
save it, it was just too late. The vet said
the kitten was malnourished, but showed
no other signs of illness.  So, as you can
see, working with these cats is an uphill
battle, sometimes heartbreaking, and has
of late been soul-destroying, because, no
matter what you do, there are always
some factors that you just cannot control.  

Our policy here is that the mother must
raise the kittens and we will only step in if
their lives are at risk.  These cats stress
very quickly, and often this causes more
damage than taking a wait-and-see atti-
tude.

We had a group of our African wildcat
juveniles move to Mount Camdeboo
Game Reserve, situated near Graaff
Reinet. We managed to get together a
group of six cats to be released on this
30,000-hectare private game reserve. All
the cats bonded well through the fence of
their acclimatization bomas.  Two of the
males were released at the beginning of

Beryl Wilson (BFCWG) taking blood samples
and micro-chipping Anja.

Anja in her quarantine enclosure after her medical. The
black-footed cat is one of the smallest feline species.
Females can be as little as 4 pounds.
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December, while the remaining were to be
freed later the same month.  We are hop-

ing to help the reserve obtain more wild
females for their project.  

Two of our African wildcat
females have given birth so far this
year. The five kittens are battling
with the viruses that they are usual-
ly subject to between the ages of
three to five months.  They are now
three months old and, as soon as
they are healthy enough, they will
be vaccinated against these dis-
eases.  We are currently trying to
find safe release sites for this
group.

The two serval kittens, which
are now almost three months old,
will be acclimated in a boma at the
Mount Camdeboo Private Game
Reserve when they reach about
nine months of age, in preparation
for eventual release.

We no longer breed the caracals,
as finding a safe release site for the
offspring has proved almost impos-
sible.  Caracals are still considered
“vermin” by many farmers and are
hunted with dog packs, shot onsite,
and poisoned. 

We would like to thank the
Feline Conservation Federation and
the Rare Species Fund once again

for your financial contributions to our pro-
gram.

In some parts of the South African Karoo, the black-footed cat has been called an
“anthill tiger” because of its tenacity in defending itself and its habit of sometimes using
hollowed out termite mounds for shelter.  

RAW MEAT SUPPLEMENT FOR ALL CARNIVORES

Based on whole prey composition, this supplement balances the nutrients lacking in

skeletal muscle meat-based diets for carnivores: vitamins A & D (normally supplied

by the liver), B vitamins (from gut contents of whole prey), and of course calcium

(found in bones). This supplement also contains added taurine – an essential amino

acid for felids – and the antioxidant vitamin E. 

CENTRAL NEBRASKA PACKING, INC.

PO BOX 550 ~ NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA 69103-0550

1-877-900-3003    ~    1-800-445-2881    ~     FAX:1-308-532-2744

MEAT COMPLETE
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By J.W. Everitt and Carol L. Chaffee, who
are allowed to live at the Lodge by its
feline owners, Bob, Moxie, Mouse, and
Sydney

I recently had occasion to travel to
Atlanta to pick up my new car. I decided
to make a mini vacation out of my return
to the Northwest and took the time to visit
Lynn and Bart Culver at their facility in
Arkansas. I met Lynn by phone just a few
months ago, and I told her that even
though I was a bobcat owner, I thought
most people should not have exotic cats. I
explained that I have formed this opinion
over the years from seeing bad owners
and crummy facilities. I only know a cou-
ple of exotic cat owners, who, like me,
dote on their cats and give them the kind
of attention and care they deserve. Lynn
assured me that the FCF attracts many
good owners who are dedicated to their
cats’ well-being and provide them with
enriched environments, and that she and
her husband were some of those people. 

I arrived late in the day, but Lynn and
Bart were gracious hosts and allowed me
total access to their marvelous cattery and
its residents. Any FCF member who is in
the area and does not stop by is missing
out on something special.

Lynn and Bart, you guys are the bomb!
What a place! It was wonderful to see

such unique habitats
and all the special fea-
tures you provide.  I
am so glad I made this
stop to see for myself. 

After Lynn and Bart
showed me around, I
shared some photos of
my bobs. Lynn was
particularly interested
in my 10-year-old boy,
Bob. When I men-
tioned that Bob loves
to ride—in cars,
trucks, ATVs, motor-
cycles, even boats—
Lynn commented that
most bobcats become
homebodies and do not
like to travel by the
time they are two or
so. Not Bob.

I was present in
Montana when Bob
was born. The facility
that bred him held a
state fur farmer
license, and the caging they provided for
their breeding bobcats were designed like
rabbit hutches; elevated wire runs and
nothing more. It saddened me, because
these intelligent cats certainly deserve
much better. Bob was born with a bad hip

and the
b r e e d e r
was going
to put him
to sleep. I
wanted a
chance to
rehabilitate
him, so she
gave him
to me. I
c a r r i e d
him with
me for the
first three
months of
his life,
fixing the
j o i n t
whenever
it popped
out, until it
f i n a l l y
stayed in

place. And when he was recovered, the
breeder wanted me to pay for him. 

I was on the road that summer with my
dragster motorcycle and we traveled in a
40-foot NASCAR-style race trailer with
full living quarters. With Bob as my con-
stant companion, we raced at Sturgis,
Daytona, Laughlin, Phoenix, and numer-
ous other venues. My crew chief had a
Jack Russell puppy about the same age as
Bob, so they were playmates virtually
joined at the hip, but Bob's favorite part of
the day was his ride on one of the bikes.
In Laughlin, a fan gave Bob his own
Harley bandanna that he still wears from
time to time.

Bob now resides at the BearCat Lodge
in Seneca, Oregon, and prefers his Arctic
Cat Prowler to motorcycles. He rides
about 2,000 miles a year in the Arctic Cat.
Bob is a real traffic stopper when he is
“cruisin'” around the valley and through
the forest, visiting his animal friends.
There are llamas, mules, dogs, horses, and
cows to check out, in addition to local
wildlife, including deer, elk, chipmunks,
ground squirrels, and muskrats. Bob is
very social and receives a couple hundred
visitors a week in the summer. The Lodge,
located in eastern Oregon's Bear Valley, at
the foot of the Strawberry Mountains, is a

Bobcats Rule!

   √   Raising In Captivity                 √   In The Wild
   √   Husbandry                               √   Management
   √   Identification Guides              √   Reference Books
   √   Encyclopedias                         √   Veterinary Manuals

 914 Riske Lane
 Wentzville, MO 63385

Coreen Eaton
636-828-5100

Books - Feeding Supplies - Gifts

We Carry New In-Print & Hard-to-Find Out-Of-Print Books

www.
wxico

f.com

Bob can get a better view from the canopy top. Being
chauffeured by J.W. is one of Bob’s favorite pastimes.
Photo by Carol Chaffee.
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destination adventure motorcycle resort,
and Bob is a big attraction for the guests.
He loves to sit on the bikes and pose for
pictures, then tear off into the woods on
his chauffeured UTV with a pack of dirt
bikes chasing after him. It is big fun! We
call him the “go boy,” because you only
have to ask once! He also enjoys Jeep
rides, and this year he will get to experi-
ence snowmobiling for the first time.
You can ride with Bob on YouTube.com
(BushWhacking With a Bobcat) or check
him out at www.bearcatlodge.com.

We spend a lot of time with Bob—sev-
eral hours a day. His enclosure is 20 by
24 feet, with an 18-foot-high roof and a
great view of the Lodge grounds. He has
direct access from his enclosure, through
two windows, into his own 13 by 18-foot
room in the Lodge, complete with comfy
furniture and a big screen TV (Bob likes
Animal Planet & NHRA Drag Racing.).
Bob shares the Lodge with three domes-
tic cats and enjoys visits from tourist
pets. His meals, prepared fresh daily,
consist of beef, poultry, liver, heart, and
gizzards, with a chopped turkey neck on
top. Bob eats about a pound to a pound
and a half, twice a day and, except for his
funky hip when he was little, he has never
had any health issues. He is neutered and
declawed. Since his claws were removed
by microsurgery when he was only three
weeks old, he has never missed them; he
climbs trees like a squirrel and can dig a
pocket gopher out of the ground like a

badger. He is very
spoiled and lives by
a simple motto:
“Dogs have mas-
ters, I have staff.”

Do Not Settle for Imitators

Oasis Vitamins with Taurine is species-formulated

to complete appropriate raw meat diets!

Kittens require bioavailable and pure calcium.

Don’t risk broken bones and poor bone density.

Prima-Cal is formulated to work with Oasis for

optimal response & growth.

Our friendly technical support staff is the best in

the industry! We are always available for you!

Specialized Natural Health Products

Formulated by

DR. GARY PUSILLO

There Is No Substitute - Oasis is the

#1 Selling Vitamin Supplement

in the World!

1-866-807-7335
www.apperon.com

Bob is completely at ease riding in the snow with J.W.
Photo by Carol Chaffee.

Bob stares intently for photographer Carol Chaffee.
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By Robert Baudy

One of the most fascinating feline
species in the world, from the point of
view of mystery, beauty, and rarity, is cer-
tainly the almost-unknown creature com-
monly called the marbled cat, or Felis
marmorata. Three races of this genus
have been defined previously, but, since
the six specimens we have obtained dur-
ing the past four years were completely
different in background coloration, mark-
ings, and texture of the fur, I feel safe in
stating that the identification of Felis mar-
morata subspecies certainly deserves fur-
ther and more extensive work.

The marbled cat's range superposes
almost exactly that of two other felines:
the more common leopard cat (Felis ben-
galensis) and the larger clouded leopard

(Neofelis nebulosa).
Evidently versatile and highly adapt-

able, the species ranges from the high and
snowy forests of Nepal, Sikkim, and
Bhutan, where it overlaps the habitat of
another prestigious star of the feline fami-
ly, the unique snow leopard (Panthera
uncia), down through Burma, Assam,
Laos, North and South Viet Nam, Cambo-
dia, Thailand, and all the way south to the
hot and humid rainforests of the Malay

Peninsula, Sumatra, and Bor-
neo.
Size, Physical Characteris-
tics

The six marbled cats
received at our compound
were probably in the one- to
two-year range. The mean
body and head measurement
was 20 inches. In every case,
the tail was slightly longer
than the head-body measure-
ment by one-half to one full
inch. The head was relatively
small, with very large and
beautiful eyes and small,
rounded ears.

The texture of the fur is
extremely soft and rich. The
markings, which are some-
what reminiscent of the
clouded leopard's, but more
blurred, are never similar in
size and shape on different
specimens. The irregular,
large, dark brown or black
blotches are edged on one
side only with a lighter shade
of brown than the general
background, which varies
from a dull olive gray to rus-

set brown, according to individual differ-
ences. The lower part of the front legs and
hindquarters are spotted on a lighter back-
ground than that of the rest of the body.
The most striking feature of this species,
however, does not rest with its peculiar
markings, no matter how surprising they
may appear to be, but in the unforgettable
stance of the animal in motion.
The Marbled Cat in Action

The hind legs are extremely long and
slender, and the back is slightly arched,
while the richly-furred, very long tail is
carefully kept either upturned at the end or
curled around, seemingly to avoid at all
times any possible damage to this gor-
geous appendage. In a reclining position,
the tail is curled beside the animal or com-
pletely wrapped around him. The fact that
the feet are large in comparison with an
ocelot or domestic cat is probably respon-
sible for the assertion made by some zool-
ogists years ago that the marbled cat is
completely arboreal. In captivity at our
place, however, most of the specimens
received did not seem to be overly anx-
ious to reach the top part of the oak limb
which we placed in the 15 by 8-foot wire
enclosure. Instead, and after several
months in the same cage, most animals
ignored the high limb for lower, more
comfortable plank shelves. After becom-
ing familiar with our setup, most of them
would leave the little connected wood
house at 5 p.m. and remain outdoors until
about 7 a.m. the next morning.
The Captive Cats

Often badly undernourished, always
heavily infested with intestinal parasites,
and under the stress of a flight halfway
around the world, the poor animals usual-
ly make a very sad appearance on arrival.

Blast From the Past:  The Marbled Cat

In a reclining position, the tail of the marbled cat is
curled beside the animal or completely wrapped
around him. This 1964 historical photo is from the
library of the San Diego Zoo. 
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We know that our chance of saving them
is about fifty-fifty, but we keep trying des-
perately to better the ratio. The news of
a marbled cat's arrival always generates
excitement at the compound. The
species, for some unexplained reason,
seems to be extremely rare everywhere
across its enormous native range.
According to reports from our various
contacts and collectors in Asia, it is by
far the most rare and secretive feline in
its natural haunts. The current captive
population of this mysterious cat,
among all the zoos of the world,
according to the highly reliable British
International Zoo Year Book (1968
Edition) is composed of one male and
three females. We furnished three other
animals to private collections.

Under date of May 3, 1967, we
received from Mr. W. D. MacVeigh,
one of our contacts in Malaysia, a letter
stating: "Marbled cats are extremely
rare, and up to the present I have been
unable to meet outstanding orders for
this species, even though I collect and
trap in coordination with jungle
dwellers in the foothills of their main
range.”

Los Angeles and Cincinnati Zoos are
the only zoological collections in the
Americas currently exhibiting the
species, with one single female in each

c o l l e c t i o n .
A b s o l u t e l y
nothing is
known of the
marbled cat's
behavior and
habits in the
wild. Here, in
Center Hill,
C h a r l o t t e
(Mrs. Baudy)
has success-
fully condi-
tioned these
cats on a basic
diet of fresh
chicken-mus-
cle meat, milk,
and eggs.
C u r i o u s l y
enough, live
rats and mice
were refused
in most
instances. The
species has
been described

earlier as practically untamable, yet Char-

lotte succeeded fairly rapidly with the
only specimen with which she experi-
mented (a young adult female, which was
later sent to the Cincinnati Zoo). She
obtained the complete disappearance of
flight reaction and happy acceptance of
head petting by hand. Since this specimen
was, like all other marbled cats received
here, wild-caught and raised by the moth-
er, it would seem that the species' bad rep-
utation has been somewhat hastily estab-
lished.

This great little cat remains, in our
book, the most intriguing feline personali-
ty. While it may seem paradoxical to some
that, despite our luck in importing the
species, we do not have a pair of our own.
I will say this: This little aristocrat and
almost legendary animal among zoolo-
gists truly belongs to public exhibit.
Keeping them, almost greedily for our
own pleasure and satisfaction, would give
us no joy. While it is true that we have in
the past furnished this species to private
collections, it will no longer happen,
because this star of the cat world belongs
to everyone. 

No matter where your passion lies,
wildlife education unites us all.

The APWE has organized educators at all levels
so those looking for professionals only need to

look at one web site – www.apwe.org

Member benefits include curriculum resources,
continuing education opportunities,

and continued support through our list serve.
Go to www.apwe.org for details

This male and female pair of marbled cats lived at the San Diego Zoo in 1964.
Robert J. Wiese, Ph.D., Chief Life Sciences Officer, was unable to provide any addi-
tional information, as in those days, zoos did not keep many records. FCF greatly
appreciates the San Diego Zoo’s permission to reprint such a rare and beautiful
image.
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A Short Tail
There's a bobcat on the dresser 
There's a second top the bed 

S'pose I could have chose 
a normal pet 

A Jack Russell dog instead.
But the choice for me was simple
As I explained to my dear wife

One spotted thing was not enough
Two won't complicate our life.

I'm sure that they won't eat me 
If I fail to fill their dish.
I'm certain they'd prefer a 

Leg of lamb or even fillet of fish. 
I sometimes sit and ponder 

What goes on inside their head.
Are they plotting my demise, 
Or simply coveting my bed?

We live up near the frost line
Where winter comes in fall.

When the north wind 
comes a-whistling

Neighbors seldom come to call.
But if I be slack my duties

And forget some little thing,
Would you find me mostly eaten

When you come around in spring?

Living with two bobcats 
Is not an easy task. 

Friends say why'd you do it? 
That's the question that they ask. 

So I posed myself that query
And it came so plain to me 

That with all our little differences
They’re an awful lot like me.

©J.W. Everitt 2003
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“Here is the internationally famous story of one of
the most unusual animal friendship stories ever.”
This new book teaches children the importance of 

friendship 
and the need 
to protect  
our  fragile 
environment.
Generating
more money 
for
orangutan 
conservation, 
this book,
will be released
this year.

Suryia the 
orangutan’s 
appearance 
in the 
Robitussin 
“get some relief” 
ad campaign
generated vital 
funding which 
went directly to 
provide relief for 
wild orangutans.

     Moksha Bybee and Doc
   Antle with world-renowned
  Dr. Biruté  Galdikas at an 
  orangutan fundraiser in 
  New York City.



The Rare Species Fund directly supports grass roots

funding for these projects has been generously provided by:

Wildlife and Environmental Conservation Inc.
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey

Marine World Africa USA

As orangutans move through the jungle 
tree tops, their home ranges encompass
the territories inhabited by a vast 
number of other species. By preserving 
orangutans in their natural territories 
we also set aside essential habitats and 
help to save numerous other lesser 
known plant and animal species which 
might not otherwise be protected and 
may eventually become extinct.

species of felines can be found within 
the jungles of Borneo, including:

head cats, Asian leopard cats and the 
Sunda clouded leopard.



Let the radiance of the southern sun greet you on
your journey toward this year’s annual convention,
June 8th through 11th, 2011! Enjoy balmy weather

and let the warmth and welcome
of this year’s location

beckon you with promises
of world-renowned

attractions, five-star
restaurants,

and, of course,
the cats!

In
honor of

the FCF’s
40th annu-

al convention this
year, we will be meeting

in Orlando, Florida!
Our Friday field trip is one you won’t want

to miss!  We’ll head to St. Cloud to spend the
day and evening visiting the home and pre-
miere animal facility of renowned animal
trainer Joel Slaven. With over forty years’
experience working with exotic and domestic
animals, Joel has raised and trained exotics
for “Animals on Safari” at the Columbus
Zoo, and domestic shelter animals for “Pets
Rule” at Sea World San Diego, “Pets Ahoy”
at Sea World Orlando, “Pet Shenanigans” at 

B u s h
Gardens
Williams-
burg, and
“ C r i t t e r
Castaways” at
Busch Gardens
Tampa.

We are in for a treat when we tour the many spa-
cious animal habitats featuring unique enrichments
and designs. Most of the animals are trained ambas-
sadors, and we will not only see, but also visit with,
lemurs, tamarins, bush babies, marmosets, binturong,
kangaroos, giant anteaters, a variety of exotic birds, as
well as caracals, Geoffroy’s cats, bobcat, Siberian lynx,
and African servals. There will be professional photog-
raphers and printing equipment to take our portraits
with the trained exotic ambassadors. 

For FCF Registered Feline Handlers, a special train-
ing workshop with Joel will demonstrate for us his
proven animal training techniques. If you have han-
dling experience and have not registered, be sure to
visit the members-only website and register, because
you don’t want to miss this! 

We are welcome to swim and fish from Joel’s pri-
vate pier at the lake, and there will be airboats for us
to ride! Our day concludes with an evening cookout

PARTY like anANIMAL at the...

Feline Conservation Federation’s
40th Annual Convention!



while we enjoy the
summer sunset.

We’ll be staying at
the spectacular,
African-themed Shera-
ton Safari Hotel in
Orlando. On Wednes-
day at the Safari, we
will kick off the con-
vention with another
offering of the Hus-
bandry and Educators
Courses, both of which
are pivotal courses for
proper handling and
captive management of
exotic felids in their
specific fields. Please
choose the class that
suits your needs. 

On Thursday, our hospitality suite will be open for
Convention registration and evening Icebreaker fun.
Come meet feline ambassadors and socialize with old
friends, make new ones, or just network with others
in your established (or hopeful) field. This is your
chance to hear from more experienced minds and
to pick up tidbits and information that can better
the lives of the exotic felids you work with.

Saturday will be spent  at the Sheraton Safari
listening to the annual line-up of superb speak-
ers, followed by evening cocktails and a sump-
tuous banquet dinner.

Cats are welcome at this convention. The
Florida Wildlife Department requires an
importation and temporary possession per-
mit, but there is no permit fee. You must
have at least one year’s experience and
1,000 hours with the species you intend

to bring. The permit
requires that you pro-
vide at least two letters
from persons familiar
with your experience.
This is where your Feline
Handler registration
really comes in handy.
In addition to your regis-
tration, the FCF can pro-
vide one of the letters,
and your vet or a gov-
ernment agency can
write the second one. If
you fax your application,
allow at least two weeks
to process. If you mail it
in, get it in at least a
month early. The Florida
Importation permit

application is available for download on the FCF
members-only website. 
Reserve your hotel room now for $90, as the special

FCF rates and block are only good until May 17th.
The Safari Hotel is pet-friendly, but you must

mention you will be bringing a cat. 
You can come early, stay late, and

take advantage of all that
Orlando has to offer.

June 8th through 11th, 2011

Sheraton Safari Hotel, Orlando, Florida

Call the

Sheraton Safari

at 1-800-423-3297 and

join us for a really wild time!
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By Bart Culver

All conservationists and animal lovers
need to read this book. It is as compelling
as the great novels like Lord Jim or Gone
with the Wind. But, as the subtitle says,
this is a true story of vengeance and sur-
vival. John Vaillant does not speak Russ-
ian and he was not there, but, by dint of
meticulous research, consummate skill,
and evident passion, he takes you there,
making you see, hear, smell, and feel the
incomprehensible remoteness and
grandeur of the Taiga and the hardships of

the people and tigers that live
there. On nearly every page, Vail-
lant’s prose soars to the level of the
most exhausted poetry, making
your skin crawl, and he takes you
right down the tiger’s throat. 

Most important to me, this book
provides a profound insight into
the mind of the tiger. It is a master-
work of empathy. You will read
about behaviors that prove the
tiger’s formidable intelligence and
capacity for abstract reasoning.
And still, this can only be fully
explained by invoking the super-
natural. The ultimate message,
confirmed by native cultures,
investigators, scientists, and the
people who have lived and died in
these events, is that the tiger is as
certain as a Christian that he has
dominion; he is the lord of the for-
est. He is the lawgiver. As long as
the native people have shared this
worldview, they have lived in
peace with the tiger. Inevitably, the
fortune hunters and desperados
have invaded this pristine realm
with their cultural contempt for nature,
and they have begun audaciously poach-
ing the lord of the forest. 

Today about 80% of surviving Amur
tigers have been wounded at least once by

gunfire. Their response is not fear, but
outrage. They can and do identify their
specific assailant and, very cleverly and
remorselessly, hunt them down to admin-
ister tiger justice. The lord of the forest
refuses to be hunted. So now, after mil-
lions of years of supremacy, the tiger is
locked in a war he cannot win. 

War has been a major influence in the
history of this region. Ironically, it was
Russia’s war in Afghanistan that inadver-
tently pulled the Amur tiger back from the
brink of extinction, not the intentional
efforts of conservationists. Even more bit-
terly ironic is that perestroika has dealt a
devastating blow to the Russian people
and any resources within their desperate
grasp. It has destroyed a relatively effi-
cient, well supplied, trained, motivated,
and respected cadre of conservationists.
Its remnants, albeit heroically dedicated,
have no way to restrain the escalating
numbers of newly improvised Russians
pouring into the Taiga. They come on bet-
ter roads, with better vehicles, better
chainsaws, and better firearms, intent on
feeding the insatiable Chinese appetite for
everything. 

Vaillant spends a few pages trying to

Book Review:  The Tiger by John Vaillant

Amur tigers are golden, but have more white fur than orange tigers living in the
tropics, as well as longer fur to insulate them from the extreme artic weather.
This big male is Shelby, another resident at the Conservator’s Center. Photo by
Kim Pyne.

Tigers are completely at home in the bitter
cold of the Taiga. Here Spike, a large male
from the Conservator’s Center in Mebane,
NC, puts a chill down your spine when you
imagine such a sight staring at you. Photo by
Kim Pyne.
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offer the tenuous hope that foreign non-
governmental organizations might achieve
what a totalitarian but paternalistic sover-
eign state could not. But the bulk of his
work makes it clear that the tiger is
doomed in the wild. 

Vaillant makes one brief reference to
captive breeding; he rightly dismisses the
Chinese “breeding and rehabilitation cen-
ters” like the one he visited in Harbin,
Manchuria. He deems it a factory farm
disguised as a theme park. He includes a
picture of the enormous vat of tiger-bone
wine they are brewing in the lobby, which
they sell for $140 per liter. He does not
think captive-raised tigers could ever be
successfully released into the wild anyway
and says it has never been done. Actually,
there is one such case I know of. In his
book Tiger, Tiger, Arjan Singh describes
the long and devoted labor of doing so.
But it is a moot point. Released into what? When the arch is reduced to rubble, the

keystone cannot stand alone. 
But I would like to elaborate on cap-

tive tiger husbandry. The people in Vail-
lant’s story know of the tiger’s intel-
ligence from interacting with them
as adversaries. Many members of
the FCF know of the tiger’s intelli-
gence from interacting with them as
friends.  Vaillant speaks eloquently
of the fearsome fire in a tiger’s eyes.
I have seen something else. I have
been in a situation so dire that 26
tigers I had never met would surely
die unless I alone did what appeared
to be impossible. I knew it and the
tigers knew it. As they watched me
struggling to restore their health and
dignity, I saw the fire in their eyes
become as lambent as a lover’s. I
heard their voices soften, imploring
me to stay, to persevere, touch them,
comfort them, and trust them. I can
still see the looks on those magnifi-
cent faces as they realized that they,
apex predators, needed me, a puny
little fire monkey, and the looks said
that they would never hurt me. It is
a story for another time, but they
kept their promise. This kind of
knowledge is not taught in schools,
nor is it accepted in academia. Only
people like you and I have it. And
we must convey it. The same intelli-
gence that enables the tiger to adapt
to the harshest environments in the
world enables it to adapt to benevo-
lent captivity, which will soon be the
only place it can live. Even though
the forest may die, long live the
lords of the forest.

Screen Adaptation in the Works for The Tiger 
According to the online entertainment news blog

CeleLog.com, plans are currently being made to turn John Vail-
lant’s new book into a big screen adventure, starring no other
than Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie!  Pitt has secured rights to star
in and direct the new project with filmmaker Darren Aronofsky,
whose 2008 film, The Wrestler, was nominated for two Academy
Awards.  Aronofsky has reportedly been scouting locations for
the new movie during the past few months.  Guillermo Arriaga,
of Babel and 21 Grams fame, is now working on the screenplay
for The Tiger, which is slated to premiere sometime in 2012.
Hopefully, with such well-known and respected names to back
up the story’s importance and credibility, this adaptation of such
an intense, ecologically significant, real-world event will help to
open the collective eyes of mankind as to the true strength of
mother nature and what consequences we might face if the
mighty  “lord of the forest” remains doomed to a bleak future of
inevitable extinction.  
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By Lynn Culver

Patty Perry founded Wildlife and Envi-
ronmental Conservation, Inc. (WEC) after
years of practicing raptor rehabilitation at
the Ojai Raptor Center, which treats over
1,500 wild birds annually. She is federally
licensed to rehabilitate and hold wild
migratory birds, and she is also per-
mitted by Fish and Wildlife to hold
eagles as well. She is licensed by
California to exhibit birds and wild
cats.

Patty gained her California feline
exhibition permit after her years of
rehabilitation work with bobcats and
internships at several feline facilities.
In 2007, the USDA licensed her as an
exhibitor and California gave her per-
mission to import a captive-born ser-
val for use in her wildlife programs.

WEC moved its Ojai facility to
Moorpark, California, in 2009. In
addition to the many species of owls,
hawks, eagle, and falcons, there are
also wild felines. The outreach pro-
grams use Sabi, a trained education
serval, and a female Siberian lynx
named Temba. WEC also houses four
Bengal tigers, named Prauna, Tajas,
Vishnu and Hari. Conservation edu-
cation for school-age children is the
major focus of WEC, and Patty pre-
sents programs to schools and
churches, also offering community
outreach, private programs, and tours
of the WEC facility by appointment. 

Patty says, “While my programs
do include exotic endangered animals
like tigers, I spend a lot of time focusing
on local wildlife issues – the ‘think global,
act local’ formula. For example, educating
people so they won’t pick up perfectly
healthy wildlife babies under the mistaken
impression their moms abandoned them. I
talk about the damage domestic cats can
do to the native songbird population and
explain how people can protect bird feed-
ers from cats, and to keep their tabby con-
fined, or at least bell any cats that run
free.”

Patty believes that the next generation
may be the last to see many of the species
listed as endangered today. She feels that
her job is to bring understanding and build
emotional connections to wildlife in

today’s youth. 
Patty says, “Children that are knowl-

edgeable about the loss of our natural her-
itage will grow up to be passionate
wildlife protectors. We have to shape atti-
tudes while the children are still impres-
sionable, that way, when it is their turn to
be consumers and voters, they will make

decisions and sacrifices to save nature and
the environment.”

Accreditation board member Ron
Young has a 35-year career in the zoo
world, having opened three zoos and
closed four others. He has worked at
every Busch Gardens zoological park.
Ron has helped with the breeding and
rearing of feline species as diverse as
clouded leopards, snow leopards, tigers,
leopards, and servals. 

One of the focal points of the WEC
application was how much room was pro-
vided for the tigers. Ron says, “I have
worked at six different zoos, and Patty
provided her tigers more room than Busch
Gardens in Florida does for their tigers.

People who apply for accreditation and
become accredited set the standards for
those who have not. There is no way the
private sector can look any better than
with private facilities like Patty’s.”

The WEC facility consists of 12 lovely
acres, and the entire property is fenced
with eight-foot-tall chainlink with addi-

tional security provided by surveillance
cameras throughout. This former lemon
orchard still grows plenty of these fragrant
and beautiful fruit trees. 

WEC’s serval and Siberian lynx are
buddies and share a 1,500 square-foot
enclosure. Inside the spacious habitat is a
pair of lemon trees. Patty is particularly
proud of the elevated ten by ten-foot plat-
form with a five by five-foot cathouse on
top built by Juan, who she describes as a
“jack of all trades” and a valuable member
of the WEC team. In addition to preparing
the animals’ meals, Juan does feeding,
cage housekeeping, and back-up handling
when Patty is working the animals.  Patty
says this “cat condo,” as she calls it, was

Accreditation for Wildlife and Environmental 
Conservation

WEC founder Patty Perry has her hands full bottle-feeding young snow tiger Vishnu
and tabby tiger Hari. Like the commercial says, “You never outgrow your need for
milk,” and Patty reports that all her tigers continue to drink milk from a bottle as a
treat. Photo by Melissa Faust.



built with all native materials; the bamboo
flooring and eucalyptus bark shingles and
wood house were all harvested from the
property. Chainlink is laid over the entire
floor of the cat’s enclosure to prevent a
dig-out, and five inches of sand is deposit-
ed on top of that. A concrete-pad feeding
area is sheltered under a ten by twenty-
foot solid roof. 

There are numerous morning glory
vines growing up the sides of the
11–gauge chainlink enclosure, creating
shade and beauty. Patty designed the
shape of the habitat to be 22 feet wide by
72 feet long to allow the pair to reach top
running speeds. Patty exercises these cats
using a horse lunge line with a leather
dangle on the end. Both join in the chase,
and Patty says, “Sabi the serval will go
flying over the condo structure and all
around the cage chasing it.”  According to
Patty, Sabi is particularly well mannered
and she also enjoys house privileges with
her own bedroom, compete with bed and
play toys. 

For the tigers are twin 20 by 30-foot
retreat enclosures that connect to a 10,000
square-foot communal habitat that gives
these big cats plenty of room to romp and
play. The retreats are constructed using
nine-gauge chainlink, 14 feet tall, and are
completely covered with solid aluminum
roofing over steel purloins.  For the feed-

ing area, there are
concrete feeding
slabs with automatic
waterers. Another
feature is a pair of
tie-down tables built
of a welded iron
frame covered with
decking.  

Above the large
tiger exercise habitat
are mister systems
and fly spray sys-
tems. Amazingly, a
couple of lemon trees
are growing inside
this exercise area
and, so far, have not
suffered any tiger
damage to the trunks
or branches. Patty
says she has even
harvested fruit from
the trees. The tigers
have their own plat-
form and cat condos,
albeit, much larger

and stronger than the one built for the
smaller cats. Their condos are 20 by 20
feet, sitting four feet off the ground, and
the platform supports a ten by ten-foot
house that is eight feet tall. 

A pair of metal ten-foot water troughs

gives the tigers access to water for soak-
ing and playing. Patty says that an
inground pool is in the works for the
future as soon as funding allows. For toys,
the cats have boomer balls and plastic 55-
gallon drums, which they love to roll and
bite and toss into the water troughs.

Two of the tigers are about three years
old, and the two younger ones are around
16 months.  About six months ago, the
two groups were successfully integrated
so that they can all share the big habitat
together, or they can be separated. The
four tigers are leash-trained and also
respond to voice commands such as to lie
down, come up, come forward, come up
on the platform, or come up on the tie
table. 

When working the big cats, Patty uses
the buddy system and has a number of
reliable associates who are part of the
WEC team. Patty keeps the big cats condi-
tioned by leash walking the tigers inside
their habitat and around the fenced proper-
ty. Patty has a pair of custom-designed
heavy-duty welded transport cages and a
specially equipped van that enables her to
transport the WEC cats and raptors to pre-
sentations or to the veterinarian.  Her
long-term plans are to acquire a few more
felines and offer onsite educational pro-
grams by appointment.
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Patty Perry works with her tigers to keep them conditioned
to the leash and table. Here she signals Prauna up onto
the table for a tie-down lesson. Photo by Melissa Faust.

Serval Sabi perches on her cat condo in her spacious outdoor enclosure.
Photo by Melissa Faust.
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By Anthony Giordano
Director of Conservation Science and
Field Projects
S.P.E.C.I.E.S.
Society for the Preservation of Endan-
gered Carnivores and their
International Ecological Study

“Stop, stop!” I yelled to Rogelio as we
cruised one of the west roads.  The pickup
truck ground to a halt, and I lurched for-
ward with a grunt, slamming my hands
against the glove compartment. 

“What?” he asked excitedly.
“There are some tracks on the right

here,” I said.  “You were just about to run
over another one.  They’re fading a bit…”

I jumped out of the full-size extended-
cab Ford and ran over to the imprint in the
desert sand.  It was only 10:30 am and
already 90 degrees in Big Bend National
Park.  Before I closed upon the nearest
track, however, I could see that it was only
a bobcat print, nothing more.

“Bobcats appear to be doing well here,”
I said, somewhat sarcastically.  In actuali-
ty, I knew this already.  Although the track
was small, likely representing a young
female, it was out in the open and parallel
to the road, if even only for 30 yards or so.  

“You have no idea,” Rogelio said.  “Did
you see the drawer for bobcat sighting

reports?” he asked.  “Biggest drawer of
all…”  

I had seen it.  Dr. Rogelio Carrera, now
a professor with Nuevo Leon State Uni-
versity, in Monterrey, Mexico, and a for-
mer departmental colleague of mine, was
referring to the sighting records that the
park’s administration kept filed at its
headquarters.  There had to be literally
hundreds of cards describing bobcat
encounters by park visitors, researchers,
and official personnel working in the park.
Still, I could not get my head around all of
those other sighting cards.  I pulled them
off the dashboard and onto my lap as I
climbed back into the truck.  Almost
obsessively, I started to flip through them
again.

The card sitting on top of the pile read,
“Strange, cat-like animal. Long tail,
appeared longer than the rest of the body.
Body was long and low to the ground.
Reddish-brown in color.”

This sighting apparently happened two
weeks before Rogelio and I got to the
park, making it the most recent in the
batch.  It occurred at a spot we were dri-
ving to now, along a little trail called the
“Sam Nail.”  The trail itself is a small loop
path, less than 200 yards long, the
entrance of which abuts the road.  The
vegetation surrounding the trail is not par-

ticularly charac-
teristic of the
Chihuahua desert,
the oaks being
much taller than
usual and provid-
ing a lot of shade
along an arroyo, a
dry riverbed.  A
credible observer,
a doctor from
Arizon, filed the
report, stating
that he viewed
the animal while
sitting on a trail-
side bench.  

Another card
read, “Quick-
moving, weasel-
like cat or cat-like
weasel.  Long
with an even
longer tail.  The
animal was

chocolate brown to black, and about 14
inches high.  We saw it at about the same
moment it saw us.  It made its way up a
steep embankment, and disappeared over
a ridge.”

I literally had dozens of these sighting
cards.  All of them were consistent in their
description; these observers were seeing
something very similar.  And all were
apparently describing an animal that is not
supposed to occur in this park.  Well, at
least not officially.  Now, although there
were not nearly as many of these reports
as there were for bobcats, there were more
than enough to catch my attention.  Partic-
ularly the recent ones, which occurred
during the past 10 years or so.  More inter-
esting, however, is the fact that reports
were still being collected in those areas of
the park frequented mostly by many visi-
tors.

Mythology and lore are replete with
magical denizens of the wilderness, crea-
tures supposedly only rarely seen, but
which are surrounded by a shroud of mys-
tery that follows them through time.  Spir-
its, fairies, and elves are best known for
hiding amidst deep woodlands and playing
tricks on would-be passers-by.  Nymphs
and gnomes are said to lurk behind water-
falls or in the undergrowth, some good,
others with malice in mind.  Stranger still,
will-o’-the-wisps are believed to emerge
on certain nights, if only to flutter and
hover above the foggy moorlands of
Britain.  These creatures have weaved
their way in and out of travelers’ tales and
journeys for centuries and provided camp-
fire fodder for many cultures over many
generations.  What these creatures all
seem to have in common, however, is that
they are almost never seen; a characteris-
tic which can only enhance their mystical
and legendary status.

With the diversity of denizens which
“the Wilderness” keeps behind her curtain,
reality is no less interesting.  In the Chi-
huahua desert of the United States and
Mexico, and across many other habitats in
Latin America, she, on the rarest occasion,
shares one secret with would-be
observers; a slightly less magical but per-
haps more interesting creature, the
jaguarundi.  A small, secretive, and usual-
ly darkly colored cat that makes its home
throughout much of Mexico and Latin
America, the jaguarundi is one of the most

Cat of a Different Color

Jaguarundi have a distinctive face shape, with small, rounded
ears. Their silhouette is more like that of a weasel or otter
than a typical cat, which can contribute to false sightings or
true sightings not being reported because the observer
believes it was not a cat. Photo by Anthony Giordano.
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interesting cats in the world.  Interesting
because of what we do not know about it.
Usually part of a predator community that
includes several small to medium-sized
carnivores and a few larger ones, the
jaguarundi has become more than adept at
keeping itself out of the spotlight.  Fairly
low in the pecking order and no match for
larger bobcats and ocelots, the jaguarun-
di’s strategy has become one of invisibili-
ty.

Jaguarundis are not officially listed as
residents of Big Bend National Park.
Indeed, their presence has never officially
been confirmed in the park.  Furthermore,
many experts dismiss the animal’s pres-
ence in the park as nothing more than
whimsical imagination.  I, however, am
not one of them.  On the contrary, Rogelio
and I are here, during the week May turns
into June of 2007, to begin our journey
down a road which, we hope, ends in doc-
umenting their presence here once and for
all.  As I flip through these sighting cards,
I wonder why they have been so casually
dismissed.  

“Cat-like animals.  Two.  Dark slate
gray, extremely long tail.  Scurried low to
the ground.  Darted across the road and
disappeared in low-lying sage and scrub
thickets.”

“All I can say is that there are a lot of
reports,” Raymond Skiles, the NPS park
biologist, told us on the day of our arrival.
“Many of these are filed by credible peo-
ple, including park personnel, visiting sci-
entists and researchers of various disci-
plines, and recurring long-time park visi-

tors of various pro-
fessional back-
grounds.”

All of these
reports are, for the
most part, consis-
tent in their
description of a
jaguarundi.  Fur-
thermore, the
details of many
reports tend to
imply an attempt
by the observer to
accurately describe
an animal unfamil-
iar to them, or at
least one never
seen before.
“Long body, long
tail, low to the

ground, short, weasel-like, cat-like,” are
among the various adjectives and descrip-
tive phrases used.  The differences in the
cat’s color, as reflected in some observer
descriptions, may at first appear to indi-
cate an inconsistency, until one learns that
jaguarundis occur in three different and
variable color phases, any of which is
capable of turning up in a litter of off-
spring.  And, although the jaguarundi is a
cat, I would not say that it is “obviously” a
cat.  By that I mean, the jaguarundi is far
from a typical cat in appearance.  In my
opinion, any report describing an animal
as “unmistakably some kind of cat” by
someone who is unfamiliar with the
species probably did not actually witness a
jaguarundi.  Ranging from the borderlands
of the U.S. and Mexico south to south-
central South America, the jaguarundi’s
closest relative is much more familiar; the
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This brown-phase jaguarundi was photographed at the Bear
Creek Feline Center. Photo by Jim Peacock.
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puma, or mountain lion.  Formerly,
jaguarundis occupied a genus all their
own.  Regardless of any recently-deter-
mined relationships, however, the
jaguarundi is not merely a small or scaled-
down version of the puma.  In fact, aside
from some overlap in coloration, it hardly
resembles its larger congeneric cousin in
other respects, such as morphology,
behavior, or habitat.  And as far as what
we actually know about jagurundis, let’s
just say that our current knowledge is one
or two steps above “absolutely nothing.”
Most of what is known is either anecdotal
or surmised.  Certainly, the number of
published scientific papers discussing
jaguarundis, most of which only marginal-
ly address jaguarundi behavior or biology,
can be counted on one hand.  

So why should a species of the

jaguarundi’s size, relative familiarity, and
fairly wide distribution, still be so little-
known today, at least among scientists?
They are certainly interesting enough to
warrant further study.  The answer to this
has several components.  For one, most
government and nonprofit wildlife fund-
ing in the U.S. goes into research and
management of game animals.  And,
although the majority of the funds remain-
ing are generally earmarked for control-
ling damage caused by more widespread
nuisance predators such as pumas, bob-
cats, coyotes, and black bears, we are
spending more on nongame species, par-
ticularly endangered and threatened
species, than ever before.  More important
than all of this, however, is that for our
purposes, the cat does not even officially
range into the United States as of right

now.  At least
it has not been
officially con-
firmed in sev-
eral decades,
when the last
l e g i t i m a t e
sighting was
made in
extreme south
Texas.  As for
our lack of
k n o w l e d g e
about the
j a g u a r u n d i
overall, includ-
ing throughout
the rest of its
range?  Well,
in my opinion,
the answer is a
little more
s t r a i g h t f o r -
ward and a lot
less complicat-
ed: the cat
simply cannot
be caught.  

Or rather, let
me at least say
this.  While it’s
not impossible
to capture one,
it is probably
much harder to
capture than to
see one in the
wild.  And, for
the record,
they are nearly

impossible to see in the wild!  Unless, of
course, you are not a biologist or you are
not actually looking for one.  I, however,
have been fortunate enough to see these
unusual cats on no fewer than 10 occa-
sions, each nowhere near Big Bend or, for
that matter, anywhere else within the U.S.-
Mexico borderlands.  On all occasions, the
cats I saw were in the scrub forests of
South America, and they were crossing
quickly from one dense thicket or shrub
stand to another.  Each sighting was little
more than a fleeting glimpse, lasting less
than several seconds.  Several sightings
involved a pair of cats crossing a sandy
road, and, as such, I was able to confirm
the identification and description of their
tracks; tracks which are otherwise difficult
to differentiate from sympatric small cat
species in the area.

After reviewing the evidence from Big
Bend, I have less doubt that jaguarundis
do actually inhabit the southern Pecos.
On the other side of the Rio Grande, south
through the El Carmen Mountains Protect-
ed Area of northern Mexico, jaguarundi
sightings have a long history.  By exten-
sion, then, to believe that they actually
inhabit Big Bend National Park is not that
big of a stretch.  Confirming their pres-
ence there once and for all, however, is
quite another story.  Here, at the northern-
most end of their range, they probably
occur in very low densities.  Also, many
techniques that field biologists commonly
use to detect the presence of a species in
an area simply do not work for
jaguarundis.  But such a population would
be fully protected in the U.S. under the
Endangered Species Act, and also as part
of the National Park System’s protected
fauna.  Furthermore, their confirmation in
Big Bend could be indicative of a resident
and reproductively viable population,
something that has never been unequivo-
cally demonstrated for this species in the
U.S.  The challenges are great, however,
and it certainly would not be prudent to
put the cart before the horse.  Answering
the first question definitively, in this case,
is also the most important: Do jaguarundis
occupy Big Bend National Park?  With all
of the secrets which remote stretches of
wilderness like Big Bend keep hidden
from its visitors, I truly hope that this is
one she will one day share with us.

Order this eye-opening 18-minute FCF documen-
tary DVD online at www.felineconservation.org and
pay online with PayPal, by phone with a credit card ,
or by check please mail to: FCF Treasurer, PO Box
31210, Myrtle Beach, SC 29588.

Postage-paid price to U.S. address is $12, $13 to
Canada, and $15 to international address.

A rational & in depth look into the world of exotic
cats in America, this video will open your eyes
about the “animal rights” agenda & teach you
about the role & importance of captive felines.
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By Teresa Shaffer

We have all heard what a commitment
it is to own an exotic animal. Any respon-
sible breeder tries to screen and ask the
new owners-to-be all the right questions.
Where do you live? Do you have an area
for an outside enclosure? Any experience?
Do you have small children or are you
planning on starting a family in the
future? And one of my favorite questions:
What would you do if you came home and
your serval, caracal, bobcat, etc., has
chewed up your new couch or pooped
right in the middle of your bed? 

These are all good questions, but no
matter how carefully a breeder screens,
people’s lives change and they find them-
selves needing to find their cat a new
home. Over the past few years, I have
helped foster and/or rehome a few servals
and would like to share one of my experi-
ences. On one hand, the experiences have
been very joyful when a cat can be reunit-
ed with its parents, but, on the other hand,
it makes me think of all the exotic animals
out there that are rehomed, never to see
their original momma or daddy again.  

One particular story concerns a serval
born at our facility and sold to new own-
ers, only to need rehoming due to state
laws. The serval went to one temporary
home for about a month or two, then to a
sanctuary for a few months. At that point,
I was contacted by his owner and asked if
I would be willing to foster him until she
received the proper permits to take him
home. I agreed and brought him to my
house. The previous year, I had seen him
and he was a well-adjusted boy, the sweet-
est serval you could ask for. 

Well, was I in for a huge surprise! After
he arrived at our home, he was very
scared, hissy, and even aggressive. I fig-
ured he was having trust issues and would
come around in time. Well, I was wrong.

It was a few months before his
owner gained the permit neces-
sary to take him back to her
place. I explained to her that
her baby was not the same boy
she had last seen. Quite a few
months had passed and he had
grown a significant amount
since living with her. I stressed
that it would take time for her
to rebuild the bond they previ-
ously had. 

At last, the day came and I
loaded her serval up and met
her in Oklahoma (as I was
going to the FCF convention).
She called me when she got
close, and I could tell how
excited she was to finally see
her boy again. She was telling
me how she had brought him
his favorite treats and toys. I
again explained that not only
had he changed, but he was
also very upset right now from
the traveling and being in a
crate.  She was planning on
staying in a hotel that night and
talking about him sleeping with
her. Now, I was definitely con-
cerned. 

It was very late when she was sched-
uled to arrive, so we took him down to my
van in his crate where I could wait for her.
I cannot even explain how nervous I was.
I was so very hopeful that I would be
wrong, but felt strongly that this was not
going to be the happy reunion she was
anticipating. Well, let me say… I WAS
TOTALLY WRONG! As soon as he saw
her, he immediately started stomping his
feet in joy, chirping, and even drooling.
He was purring so loud. I had not heard a
chirp or purr since he had been with us.
For a few minutes, she left him to get
some treats from her car. He took one look

at me and went from his
happy purring mode to the
hissing and spitting cat I had
known. You could just see
in his eyes that he was say-
ing, “Don’t you understand?
I don’t like you. You are
NOT my momma!” 

Only an hour later, I
heard from the owner, and
the serval was playing with
his toys and lying on their

bed in the hotel room! I could not believe
it!

As I type this, I still get goose bumps
thinking about it. The moment this boy
saw his momma, I knew in my heart that
he had been waiting this whole time for
her to come and get him. As sweet as the
reunion was, it was bittersweet, as it made
me think of all the cats out there whose
owners never come back to get them. It
gave me a whole new perspective on the
bond these cats form with their people. I
always share this story with any prospec-
tive buyers to illustrate how important it is
that they understand the commitment
required to own an exotic. 

There are no guarantees in life.  I will
never forget the wonderful reunions I have
witnessed. As a breeder, I will continue to
do everything in my power to screen any-
one who contacts me wanting an exotic
cat, and I will educate them to the very
best of my abilities. When I hear about
circumstances that cause exotic cats to be
separated from their people, I know those
cats are very unhappy, and these felines
will always be in my thoughts and
prayers.

Bonded for Life?

Scott Shaffer is committed to his felines. He’s
spending time talking and visiting with one of his
hand-raised, adult male servals. Even though
this mature breeder lives outdoors now, the bond
of friendship between them continues. Photo by
Teresa Shaffer.



Millie, the Indo-Chinese tiger lives at Heaven's Corner Zoo
and Animal Sanctuary. Amanda Dalton took this photo of
her staring at the snow-covered winter wonderland.

Jeanna Terider's Siberian Lynx Ozzie wonders,  “What happened?”

Christy LaMountain makes a nice perch for
Gracie geoffroy's cat, our January cover girl.
Kim Pyne took this photo of the happy couple.

Your Best  Shots

Forget going for a walk! Kimberly Richard's
bobcat Chaos charges through the snow.

Deb Hendrickson took this photo of Bella, her Canada lynx, relax-
ing on her easy chair Christmas night after the crowds have left.



Hesperia Zoo's newest additions, white tigers Bombay
and, on the right, Cashmere pose for a Taunton family
photo with Kevin, Stephanie, and Judy.

Sampson Canada Lynx loves the snow, and
photographer Laura Walker loves Sampson!

Six week old white tiger Sita  and six year old Lena Tran
look knowingly into each others eyes at the Alabama Gulf
Coast Zoo in Gulf Shores.  Photo by Eden Tran.

White lion cub Sheila seems to be asking the snowman,
Are you my Daddy? Photo by Dawn Cloutier-Jones.

Teresa Shaffer caught Crackers caracal tossing Santa into the air.
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By William Smith, Ph.D.

The primary intention of this mono-
graph is to discuss the marvelous nature of
the wild tiger as a top keystone predator
and its status as a possible survivor of
human population growth, modernity, and
globalization.

The tiger (Panthera tigris) has been
indigenous to virtually all parts of main-
land Asia from subartic Siberia to tropical
Indochina, and from eastern Turkey to
Manchuria. Tigers are thought to have
evolved and speciated in China, during the
Pleistocene epoch, and then gradually
spread to the rest of Asia. In the region of
India, the earliest fossil evidence of the
tiger is from Sri Lanka, and has been
radiocarbon 14 dated to 16,500 BP. The
feline structure of the tiger and other cats
has remained basically unchanged since
the Felidae clan was established over 34
million years ago by the feline progenitor
– proailurus - who weighed a mere 20
pounds.

The Amur tiger (Panthera tigris
altaica) surpasses the African lion (Pan-
thera leo) in size, and, at 12 feet long and
over 650 pounds, is currently the world’s
largest wild feline. Three of the nine
species of modern tiger are now extinct.

The remain-
ing six
species are
classified as
endangered.
The Caspian
tiger (a vari-
ation of the
Amur tiger),
famous in
Middle East-
ern myth and
fable, was
driven to
extinction in
the late
1950s. The
most numer-
ous sub-
species of
tiger remain-
ing today is
the Bengal.
P rev ious ly
referred to as Panthera tigris bengalensis,
it is now classified as Panthera tigris
tigris. The current population estimates
are 1,411 Bengals in India, 200 in
Bangladesh, 155 in Nepal, and between 67
and 81 in Bhutan. 

In Asia, the tiger is often referred to as
a keystone species,
because of its signifi-
cant role in keeping the
entire ecosystem intact.
The tiger is also called
an umbrella species,
because it is at the top
of a complex food
chain. 

Many feline experts
claim that the tiger is
the ultimate “genius”
of the feline clan. Sev-
eral years ago, a feline
caregiver and
researcher, with over
20 years’ experience
living with and caring
for big cats, told me
about an experience he
had with a 15 year old
female Sumatran tiger
named Princess.
Princess had previously
been a circus per-
former. Under unusual

conditions of isolation and record cold
temperatures, Bart Culver saved Princess
from starvation, sickness, and freezing to
death. Culver related to me how he rapidly
developed an intense relationship with
Princess, which amazed and touched him
deeply. He maintains that Princess clearly
understood his role in saving her life from
the onset and clearly expressed her grati-
tude, loyalty, affection, and devotion
through “tiger language” many times over. 

The tiger is the national animal of
India, Nepal, Bangladesh, and both North
and South Korea. The tiger is one of the
most important religious icons of India
and the most ritualized faunal species in
Asia. The typical facial markings of the
tiger closely resemble the important writ-
ten Chinese logograph for king. In Euro-
American culture, the two principal ani-
mals associated with and representative of
the classic five-ring traveling circus are
the tiger and elephant. In one world opin-
ion poll the tiger was voted to be the
world’s favorite animal with 21% of the
vote, while the second most favored ani-
mal, the dog, had 20% of the total vote.
Many notable plants and animals have
been named after the tiger because of col-
oration or disposition. 

The tiger’s coloration and markings
indicate that it is primarily adapted to a
jungle (including bamboo) or forest envi-

Tiger:  Endangered Lord of the Asian Forests

At Bangkok’s Wat Phra Kaew, a character from the ancient
Hindu/Buddhist epic Ramayana is shown riding a tiger, a symbol
of strength and protection, while fighting off an army of monkeys.
Photo by Eden Tran.

Bengal tigers are native to Asia, but this beautiful Ben-
gal, Jacob, resides at Conservator’s Center, Inc., in
Mebane, NC.
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ronment. This markedly differs from the
tiger’s close relative, the lion, whose col-
oration basically resembles the yellow
grass savanna of southeast Africa.
Because of its capacity for stealth and
camouflaged coat, the tiger has
often been referred to as a ghost,
phantom, or shape-shifter. The
basic tiger coloration is a tawny
yellow with heavy brownish or
black stripes. This pattern mimics
the sunlight and shadow pattern of
the jungle floor, taking focus away
from the tiger’s large body and into
the forest. The belly is normally
colored white. The white tail is
marked with black rings. Animals
that live farther north (such as the
Amur) are usually paler than south-
ern tigers and have lighter stripes.
The Sumatran tiger (Panthera
sumatrae) is generally the darkest
in coloration and the smallest of the
variations of Panthera tigris. Nor-
mally, colored tigers have yellow
eyes, while white tigers are blue-
eyed. Although very rare, both
black and white wild individuals
have been recorded.  

Southern Indian male Bengals
average 488 pounds, with southern

Indian females at about 308 pounds. In
northern India, tigers are somewhat larger,
with average male weights of 518 pounds.
Before 1967, the heaviest Bengal tiger on
record weighed 570 pounds and was shot

in north India, in 1938. In 1967, a Bengal
tiger was taken in north India, which
weighed 858 pounds. It is presently on
display in the Smithsonian Institution. In
the wild, the tiger’s lifespan is ten to fif-

teen years. With proper care in
captivity, they have been known to
live over twenty years. 

Unlike gregarious lions, tigers
are normally alone unless involved
in mating or the care of cubs.
Tigers are solitary hunters that use
stealth and ambush to surprise and
take prey. Tigers have been known
to consume as much as 80 pounds
of meat in a single night.  These
striped cats prefer large prey, such
as deer and cattle, but are also
capable of taking small prey such
as rodents, reptiles, birds, and fish.
Older tigers may become man-
eaters because of the ease of cap-
turing human prey, and reported
cases exist of vengeance against
humans. Tigers are excellent
swimmers, known to cross bays,
rivers, and lakes to get to new
hunting territory. In the 1980s, in
Ranthambore National Park in
India, a male tiger known as
Genghis preferred to hunt while

We are dedicated to safety, reliability and quality
We are focused on quality equipment to suit your needs:

· Chemical immobilization (syringe poles, blow darts, CO2 guns)
· Tracking equipment
· Stretchers/Lifters
· Hazmat certified sanitation system (Portable or stationary)
· Reptile handling (Snake tubes, hooks, tongs, bags, protective gear)
· Versa-nets (Modular nets flex to help with netting – minimum harm

We are innovative and will build
customized equipment to fit your need

                                                www.ace-cap.com     1-866-339-9960

In July 1993, a boy, in self-defense, killed a young
melanistic tigress with a bow and arrows. The inci-
dent occurred in Podagad village, west of Similipal
Tiger Reserve. The main peculiarity in body col-
oration was that the black stripes were wider than the
orange dorsal and white ventral backgrounds.
Reprinted from www.Savethetigerfund.org.



swimming in deep lake water. He man-
aged to sustain a 20% successful kill-rate
with this hunting technique. Normally,
only one in ten food gathering attempts by
a mature tiger is a success. This is a sig-
nificantly lower rate than lions (one in six
attempts), which generally hunt in packs.
Tigers are even more diligent than lions in
protecting taken prey. Despite the tiger’s
large size, it is considered more agile and
stealthy than the lion. Tigers are extremely
powerful and successfully hunt the mas-
sive 2,000-pound guar (Bos gaurus), the
largest wild cattle of tropical Asia. In the
Russian far east, black and brown bears
make up 5-8% of the tiger’s diet. As noc-
turnal hunters, tigers tend to rely on their
keen sense of hearing rather than sight or
smell. Large, healthy males have the
biggest territories, which may encompass
hundreds of square miles. Female territo-
ries are smaller and will sometimes over-
lap with those of a dominant male. Young
males generally occupy the smallest terri-
tories, located on the forest periphery.

India – Last Chance for the Wild Tiger?
With such high human populations pre-

sent in India, the tiger would have already
been eliminated if it were not for its reli-
gious, mythic, and iconic importance.

India’s tiger myths, rituals, and worship
have been intense and widespread
because, at one time, tigers and people
lived in close proximity in nearly every
rural habitat across the land. 

The great Hindu mother-goddess

Durga (who protects people from evil and
preserves moral order) is often depicted
riding a tigress. Shiva, the destroyer, is
shown seated on a tiger skin. Followers of
Buddhism are also portrayed riding tigers,
symbolizing the ability to overcome evil.
The well-known Indian Hindu saint,
Ramana Maharshi,
occasionally sat or
reclined on a tiger
skin. Tiger skin is
said to represent the
potential energy of
creation itself. Cre-
ation follows destruc-
tion, and, in India and
much of Asia, the
tiger has symbolically
represented both. In
major urban areas of
India, such as New
Delhi, images of the
tiger are commonly
used to sell every-
thing from shampoo
to insurance. Tiger
paintings and photos
appear in restaurants,
on vendor stands, and
the backs of taxis and
trucks. In southern
India, young men tra-
ditionally paint their
bodies to resemble

tigers during Kalipuli, the annual tiger
dance. 

As a feline, the tiger is specifically
adapted to the dense Asian jungle environ-
ment. India has more types of jungle than
any other place on earth. The English
word jungle comes from the Indian San-
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This hunting stance epitomizes the strength and agility of the tiger.  The taut
muscles, spring-loaded crouch, and obvious concentration demonstrates just
why this powerful, yet graceful, feline is more successful than other large cats
at overtaking prey.  Photo from itsmeena.com.

The Hindu goddess Durga is shown
riding a tiger, protecting the faithful
from evil.

With the largest wild tiger populations worldwide, India has
many reserves, like this one in Thekkady. It was declared
a reserve in 1978, and covers about 300 square miles of
evergreen forest.



skrit word jangli, meaning dense forest.
Optimum forest environments in India
may support as many as 40 tigers per 100
square miles. In contrast, the less optimum
forests of SE Asia support only four to six
tigers per square mile. One half of the
world’s wild tigers presently exist in India.
India’s diverse climates and landscapes
range from subarctic conditions in the
Himalayas to dense tropical jungles,
deserts, plains, marshes, and grasslands.
The tiger has, at one time or another, suc-
cessfully existed in all of these climates.
Cats in general have been very successful
(until recent human population growth and
urbanization) in adapting to changing cli-
mates and vegetation. 

During the Neolithic period (10,000 –
5,000 BP), tigers were negatively impact-
ed by the arrival of Aryan immigrants to
India from western Asia. These early agri-
culturalists began clearing and burning
vast tracts of land for food-producing pur-
poses. Although adaptable, the tiger’s col-
oration and markings indicate that it
evolved for forest-jungle living, not
savanna or open farmland. During modern
times, tigers have become much easier to
hunt, with the intensive development of
agriculture and the turning of still more
dense forests into areas of cultivation. The
Mogul emperors of 16th century India
used tiger hunts to train soldiers and ele-
phants for war. Nearly every tiger reserve
and sanctuary in India today was once a
private royal forest. Tipu Sultan of
Mysore, India, made his palace into a
“tiger shrine.” He wore tiger-striped
clothes and fed his British war captives to
his cadre of pet tigers. The British finally
defeated Tipu Sultan in 1799. With the
systematic mass killing of tigers through-
out India during the 18th and 19th cen-
turies, the British repressed the ethnic
resistance symbolized by tigers and per-
sons such as Tipu Sultan. 

British colonial rule in India began the
large scale and systematic elimination of
tigers. Beginning in the 17th century,
Europeans, primarily British, shot and
killed more tigers in a short period of time
than any other group in history. The
British used the control and elimination of
the tiger as a representation of the defeat
of ethnic Indian defiance against British
colonialization. Eventually, the British
developed protective forestry laws against
hunting. They established the World Wide
Fund for Nature (in east Africa), which
later helped fund Project Tiger in India, in

1973, a noble project spearheaded by Indi-
ra Gandhi.

In 1920, the estimated world popula-
tion of tigers was about 100,000. By the
mid-1960s, the number had dropped to
11,000, which was further reduced to
6,000 animals by the late 1990s. 

In 2008, as few as 3,000 wild tigers
were known to exist worldwide. India for-
mally banned tiger hunting in the late
1960s, when tiger populations dropped
below 2,000. Poaching, insufficient law
enforcement, and too few sanctuaries of
adequate size or habitat have made the
future of the tiger very dubious. Wild
tigers of all living subspecies are presently
in great
danger of
extinction.
In 2006,
I n d i a ’ s
S a r i s h a
R e s e r v e
lost all 26
of its tigers
to poach-
ing. In
2009, the
P a n n a
T i g e r
R e s e r v e
lost all 24

of its tigers, also due to poaching. In June
2009, tigers were still found in 37 reserves
spread across 17 states of India. Wild
tigers continue to be victimized today by
the black market for bones and body parts
used in traditional Chinese medicine. The
Wildlife Protection Society of India
(WPSI) has apprehended poachers and
body-part traders in India, but, obviously,
they have not stopped the illegal trade
entirely.     

Will globalization finally destroy or
save the wild tiger? In order to save the
tiger, conservation, understanding, respect
for the natural world, and religiosity must
become part of a new economic paradigm. 

Albert Edward, Prince of Wales (shown holding his rifle), poses with other mem-
bers of his hunting party to commemorate a successful outing during his tour of
India, circa 1875.  Photo courtesy of the Library of Congress. 
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Informative articles on exotic 
animal husbandry. Exotic animals,
products, services, auctions and shows advertised.

PO Box 99, Prairie Creek, IN 47869
812-898-2678 or Fax 812-898-2013
visit our website at www.animalfindersguide.com
email: animalfinder@thnet.com

ANIMAL FINDERS GUIDE
18 issues a year for only $30.00 
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By Debi Willoughby

It is funny where life takes us. How
many of you ever thought you would be
doing what you currently do for a living?
How many of you thought you would be
actively involved in a wildcat organiza-
tion? Probably not many of us.

I have always surrounded myself with
animals as far back as I can remember.
Tigers were my ultimate favorite for over
25 years, then something (or should I say
someone) changed that. 

Because of this love for cats, when a
brand new wildlife park opened about an
hour’s ride from my house, I made a
phone call and met with the owners the
very next day! At the park, I walked
around to see what animals they had. All
of the animals were in small cages, but
they were happy. They looked great, their
gums and teeth were in great shape, and
they seemed pleasantly content. The own-
ers explained that they had just moved to
this location recently and had over 80
acres to expand on. And over time,
expand they did. Large enclosures were
erected and the animals were moved into
their new homes. But why were the ani-
mals happy even in their small cages?

Because the own-
ers worked hands-
on with them
every day, and
there was a very
strong bond
between them. I
wanted to learn as
much as possible
from these peo-
ple, so I offered to
volunteer. This
experience and
knowledge poten-
tial with the big
cats was some-
thing not avail-
able within a hun-
dred miles of my
home. Hands-on
with big cats is
not practiced in
New England.

My first life
changing experi-
ence was when
their white tiger
gave birth. Amaz-
ingly, I was standing in the nursery with
the mother tiger and one of the owners,

h o l d i n g
one of the
o n e - d a y -
old white
cubs! I still
remember
that day
v i v i d l y ;
how did I
become so
lucky and
privileged? 

Once
the cub
was old
enough, I
was given
the honor
of working
with and
training it.
His name
was Zabu.
We had a
lot of fun
t o g e t h e r
and we

learned a lot from each other. Zabu would
be placed in another facility soon, so I
prepared myself for that day. This park
had 30 big cats, along with many other
animals, so they could not keep every
baby born there. I knew this up front
before working with Zabu. When that day
came, I felt proud of what I had accom-
plished with him, but very sad to see him
leave. He was going to a great new home,
but I was going to miss him very much.
At that point, tigers were still my favorite
animals and I was still in awe of being
able to actually work with one!

Shortly after Zabu left, their spotted
leopard, Sassy, had a litter of cubs. All
were healthy and growing well. But one
of them stood out above the rest. When
his siblings were busy attacking and
killing everything in sight, this one little
leopard cub preferred to sit in your lap
and be loved. Do not get me wrong, he
still had the “leopard attitude” when bot-
tle-feeding, and he still tried to kill you
and drag you off to eat you when he
played, but he seemed to crave human
attention and approval. It was his person-
ality that made me realize this was a great
opportunity to work with a leopard that

From Nitro to Spirit

I’m holding Nitro as a four-month-old cub on our back porch
during a visit to our home. This was his first snow. Photo by
Ed Willoughby.

In 2003, I was giving Nitro, now a two-year-old, a training session
on the Park grounds inside the perimeter fencing. This shot of us
was taken by one of the park staff as we rested from our routine.
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was a little more docile than most, which
would make training him a bit easier!  His
name was Nitro, and we went for walks
every other day. I trained him to behave
well in front of an audience, and he
learned basic commands: sit, walk, wait,
jump, etc. This leopard was very different
from Zabu. Zabu had the “top predator”
attitude, laid-back and like the king of the
park. Nitro was more of a challenge. Win-
nie the Pooh says, “Tiggers bounce;” well,
I think leopards bounce more! I do not
believe Nitro knew he was a leopard. For
instance, one brisk fall New England
morning, we were walking along a path
through the woods, and Nitro jumped five
feet straight up in the air and then back
four feet. I looked at him, following his
eyes to see what he was afraid of. I
expected to see a wolf or some other large
animal, but was surprised to find that all
the excitement was over a one-inch-long
spider walking across the path about five
feet ahead of us. Looking back at Nitro, I
said, “You are embarrassing; thank good-
ness there was no one around to see that.”
He hung his head low, put his tail between
his legs, and slumped up next to me.
Imagine – a full grown leopard afraid of a
tiny spider! Even though he was not out-
wardly aggressive, I always had to be alert
and ready for anything. I enjoyed this type

of challenge, and
at this point, my
lifelong love for
stripes suddenly
changed to a love
for spots. Leop-
ards had sur-
passed my love
for tigers. 

Nitro and I
have made many
wonderful memo-
ries during our
training sessions
and leisurely
walks. Snow time
was always fun,
climbing “snow
mountains” made
by the plows; sit-
ting on Nitro’s
bunk in his cage
while he licked
my hand ever so
gently; and jump-
ing from picnic
table to picnic

table to see how far we could jump. After
working with Nitro for the first two years
of his life, the time had come for him to
be placed in another facility. Saying good-
bye to Nitro was much harder than saying
goodbye to Zabu. I could not keep doing
this; it was too hard for me to give up a
relationship built of so much time and
with so much love invested. 

I acquired my own licenses to have
exotics. Massachusetts has had tough
exotics laws in place for many years, so it
was going to be a battle to get any exotic
cats. As my wildlife education business
grew and expanded, after many years
dealing with Fish & Game, the permit was
finally granted for a small wildcat. I
decided that a Geoffroy’s cat would fit in
well with my small wildcat conservation
shows. I named him Spirit. People warned
me that he might live up to his name, and
I secretly hoped he would. My wish came
true! He is now a year and a half old and
acts like a mini-leopard. He bounces off
the walls in my house like a trampoline,
just like Nitro used to do. He also has
Nitro’s attitude, but with “little kitty syn-
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Donations
The FCF board of directors wishes to offer a special thanks to the following indi-

viduals who have made donations to various projects since the last published Journal. 

Your generous donations enable the FCF to provide additional funding for special

projects, develop and deliver educational materials to our members and legislators,

and help FCF support feline conservation, and improve captive feline welfare.

We appreciate each donation, no matter the amount, recognizing that it is the many

small gifts that when combined, add up and make a difference in the effectiveness of

the FCF. We encourage everyone to follow their example by donating funds for those

projects that are of special interest to you.

FCF General Fund:

Pfizer

Goodsearch

Capital One

Rare Species Fund:

Frank Bowie

John Larson

Joe Screibvogel

Robert Landers

Nancy Brown

Special Projects:

Tiger Creek Wildlife Rescue

.

Wildcat Safety Net Fund:

Caroline Alexander

J.B. Anderson

Tina Thompson

Phyllis Parks

Melinda Rzeppe

The FCF appreciates your generosity and continued support.

Spirit makes an appearance at a small wildcat fundraiser in
Ashland, MA in October 2010. Debi was raising money for the
work of Fernando Vidal, in Chile. Photo by Jungle Encounters
staff member Tabitha LaFrancois.
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drome” on top of it.
Some Geoffroy’s cats
are sweet and loving,
and some have a full
personality like mine
does. I prefer the full
personality; they are
livelier and more chal-
lenging to work with. 

I enjoy teaching
people about small
wildcats, and everyone
loves to watch Spirit
when he is at a show.
He keeps the audience
entertained by climb-
ing his scratching posts
and jumping from one
post to another. I try to
show the public what
these cats would do
naturally in the wild.
People are amazed at
how well they can
climb and jump. When
you capture people’s
attention, which Spirit
does every time, that is
when you can get your most important
message across.

Reflecting back over the years, I am
surprised at where I am today; going from

a shy person who hard-
ly ever spoke to stand-
ing in front of an audi-
ence doing wild ani-
mal shows. And my
love for tigers has
evolved into a strong
love for spotted cats.
Everything happens
for a reason, and, for
me, it led to spreading
awareness about small
wildcats. Who knows
where life will take me
over the next decade or
two?  I only hope it
will be to better the
world for our wild
furry friends. 

I will always be
very grateful for the
many cat experiences I
have been fortunate
enough to have, and I
hope to have many
more. Life without
paws would not be a
good life at all. Take

some time today to love and enjoy your
cats; you will all be happier for it.
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Spirit climbs the tree to get a better view of his back yard world. Wearing
both a collar and a harness allows Debi to keep control over the adventur-
ous feline while giving him the freedom to explore the great outdoors.
Photo by Debi Willoughby.



By Kimberly Wiacek-Richards

My experience with exotics goes as far
back as my memory! Our household was a
miniature zoo; you never knew what to
expect when walking in the door. Just
about anything that might have crossed
your mind most likely, at some point in
time, either walked, flew, slithered,
hopped, swam, or crawled into our world!  

We are currently owned by two Siber-
ian (Eurasian) lynx, Ginger and Ivan, who
are both six years old; two hussies (bob-
cats), Chaos and Flash; two caracals,
Lexa, who is approximately four and a
half years old, and Chance, the man of the
house (right now), who is just a few
months old; a Bengal girl, Lilo, who is
nearing ten; and lots of German shep-
herds!  This is our life and passion simply
put - 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
and 365 days a year! As most, if not all, of
you will probably agree, this is a lifestyle,
not a job. We wouldn't trade it for the
world!

Our ultimate goal is to have a success-
ful caracal breeding program. Yes, we
know this is going to be easier said than
done, but we are prepared for the adven-
ture.  This is a species that we've adored
for as long as we've owned them.  We
appreciate their traits, good, bad, or neu-
tral. For whatever reason, the success of
breeding programs has plummeted over
the years. I realize there are a lot of factors
as to why, such as economy, health, age,
laws/regulations, retirement, death, etc.
No matter the reason, it is an absolute
shame to the species, as it is an impressive

specimen of the
feline family! 

Please keep in
mind that we are
always looking for
new caracal addi-
tions or even leases.
If you can help us,
don't hesitate to
contact us! 

We've got some
great ideas and
thoughts for the
organization. With
that said, two heads
are always better
than one, and this is
especially true in
our organization!
We really need to
work together as a
team. The FCF has
huge potential that
has yet to be
exposed. We need
to utilize our power
of existing members
to move forward.
There are so many
avenues that we
members can
employ by pulling
together as a team and getting things
going! 

One of our members, Erin Patters, has
done a wonderful job with creating the
"Feline Conservation Federation - FCF
Group" on Facebook.  Thank you, Erin.
This group provides lots of opportunities

and benefits to all members:
communication publicly or pri-
vately; opportunity to meet other
members;  discussion boards; a
list of events; links to other sites
of interest for members; as well
as uploading, sharing, and
admiring photographs of all
members and feline species!  We
have a broad variety of mem-
bers, from single exotic cat own-
ers to zoos, and everything in
between. This social network is
a great way to communicate and
further promote the FCF, regard-
less of your exotic ownership
status. 

We realize that life can get

crazy and chaotic and that it's not always
easy to keep up to speed with the updates
and changes in the FCF.  Facebook is a
very user-friendly, simple, and overall safe
for users.  Better yet, it's free! If you aren't
already a member of Facebook, you can
join by going to www.Facebook.com.
Members who are already part of Face-
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Wild “Wonderz” and FCF on Facebook

*Excess & Surplus lines insurance.  Based on a completed 
application.  This offer may be discontinued at any time.

Call us or have your agent contact us about 
insurance options for people who rescue and/or 
have pets in the “Big Cat” feline family:

All Cats, Exotic Pets & Canines

General Liability

Property Damage

Show and Educational Events

Animal Mortality

Also Available - Individual Liability Insurance

We guarantee you a free, 

customized quote with 

options and solutions 

for coverage, or 

you get $100!*

Phone:  1.877.678.7342
Email:  quotes@eibdirect.com
Fax:  1.801.304.5551

Liability Insurance for the 
“Big Cats” in your Life!

Chance the baby caracal, gets mothered by
Tina, one of our german shepherds.

Chaos bobcat gets introduced to
Tina. 
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book can view and join the FCF group by
searching for the following "Feline Con-
servation Federation - FCF".  As new
members ourselves, we'd like to see the
FCF Facebook page be a greater source of
support for the entire community.  Person-
ally, I would love to see each member post
a quick note on the FCF wall, introducing
themselves, so all the members can get to
know each other.

For those who are concerned about pri-
vacy or incoming emails (spam) from
Facebook with friend requests, ads, post-
ing, etc., you may contact me privately at
WonderzOfTheWild@gmail.com or 304-
462-9453.  I will send you instructions or
talk you through how to change your set-
tings to ensure that you can enjoy your
experience with the FCF group on Face-
book!  

We would also like to start a chat group
for members. This "chat group" would be
free, but you would be required to down-
load a program. It could be either a week-
ly, bi-weekly or monthly meeting.  There
will be scheduled sessions giving all
members the opportunity to join in if
they'd like.  There will be basic guide-
lines that members will need to follow,
in order to keep things friendly and
under control.  Please email or call me
with your thoughts, good, bad, and
everything in between! 

We are going to be working with a
few of the committees to jump-start
some of the great ideas that are just
floating around!  This is an organization
where we as individual members are
part of a team. Lynn Culver has done an
amazing job for the FCF over the years,
but she is only one person. She has a
family, friends, animals, and probably
other hobbies and interests just as the
rest of us do.  As a thank you to Lynn
for all her hard work and sincere dedica-
tion, I feel that other members need to
come forward and share the responsibil-
ity and work.  The more members who
come forward and work together, the
less time, effort, and work there will be
for everyone involved! The end result
will allow all members, including
boardmembers, to enjoy the organiza-
tion.

If you are reading this, YOU too are a
member, so let your voice and ideas be
heard! Here are some ideas on how to
help out: locate another FCF member
and write an article together, members
who have websites for their animals can

post and hyperlink the FCF logo
to drive more members to our
organization, volunteer for a
committee that suits your abili-
ties, get out there to other exotic
feline owners and promote the
FCF to bring in new members.
As the FCF expands and
advances, so do the benefits of
being part of such a wonderful
organization!  

We look forward to getting to
know and work with other
members of the FCF!  You can
see more about our animals at:
www.WonderzOfTheWild.com
& www.vonHaydenGerman-
Shepherds.com.
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"Mr. Lynx", a young adult
caracal, is the newest arrival
at the Wonderz of the Wild
household. Hopefully, he will
be the future mate of Lexa,
their breeding-age female.

The three levels of FCF Feline Handler registration are: basic – at least one year of
experience, intermediate – at least five years of experience, and advanced – more than
ten years’ experience handling exotic felines.

Be sure to update your registration in the members-only website when you obtain
additional handling experience or new species experience. If you believe your experi-
ences qualify you for an upgrade in registration status, make a request with your
updates and the secretary will process the registration.

The following members have been upgraded in their handler experience registration:

Kamala Strohmeyer – Advanced               Debi Willoughby - Advanced

Caroline Alexander – Intermediate   Dolly Guck - Intermediate

The online registration form can be filled out directly in the members-only section of
the FCF website and the $30.00 registration fee can be made through PayPal. 

The board further challenges all FCF facilities to apply for accreditation by the FCF
Accreditation Board. The overview, basic standards, and accreditation application are
on the FCF members-only website.

Congratulations to all of these members for their dedication to their cats.

George DeLong
FCF Secretary

J.W. Everitt – Advanced   Sheri DeFlorio – Basic    
Mona Headen – Basic  James Milbee– Basic
Craig DeRosa  – Basic 

The FCF board of directors congratulates the following individuals for
being accepted into the Registered Exotic Feline Handler Program since the
past Journal issue.

Registered Exotic Feline Handler Program
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Photographer Christian Hunold has an eye for art and balance. This lovely image

is of his exotic feline Clive, a first-generation hybrid Chausie, waltzing in the

snow. According to Christian's May/June 2010 Journal article, Clive has a "bold

and prickly nature," but here he seems soft and peaceful. Christian is a professor

of history and politics at Drexel University, and also an avid photographer. For

this shot, Christian used a Nikon D80 camera with AF-D 50 mm AF-D f/1.4 lens

and exposure of 1/125 sec, f-4.5 ISO 640.
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